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Plajring The Parts
Charles Reilly started his business in the family
garage in 1972. Today he's one of the nation's
largest distributors of flexible foams
^Um
f99;
Charles Reilly inspects pieces
of foam at company head-
quarters in Conshohoci<en, Pa.
By Robert S. Lyons, Jr., '61
Qne thing about Charles Reilly. He's not afraid
to take a chance!
He also knows a little bit about marketing.
Combine these traits with a few million Nerf balls
and you're well on your way to building some highly-
successful businesses in flexible foams, real estate,
medical packaging, and cosmetic products.
"I got lucky," recalls Charles J. Reilly, '62, the
president and founder of Reilly Foam Corporation,
who started his business in the garage of his twin
house in Philadelphia's Roxborough section in 1972.
Since then it has grown into one of the nation's
largest fabricators, converters, and distributors of
polyurethane and other flexible foams.
Operating with 160 employees out of plants in
suburban Philadelphia, Hartford, Conn., and Jupiter,
Fla., Reilly's company takes foam manufactured by
its suppliers and converts it into products ranging
from air-conditioning filters and mop-heads to
disposable pre-op scrubbers or EKG pads for the
medical profession. Its filters were used to protect helicopter en-
gines from the sand during military landings, and a rapidly-increas-
ing variety of products such as eye-brow applicators and toe-nail
separators are being marketed for the cosmetics industry.
"We make little parts out of big parts." Reilly explained recently
from his office at company headquarters in Conshohocken, Pa.
"Most of what we do is a little bit upscale when it comes to the foam
industry. I use the analogy that we're in the automobile business. We
have the Rolls Royce, the BMW, and the Mercedes franchises. We
also sell Fords and Chevrolets, but only if we get our price."
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It was, in fact, Reilly's first decision to make a
little part out of a big part back in the late
1 960's that literally got the ball rolling for
him. He was working at the time as East Coast
sales manager for Foamade Industries, a
Michigan-based foam distribution company.
and got involved with the Parker Brothers
I
game people. Kicking around ideas one
day. they developed the idea for the Nerf
bail.
"It started out as an indoor game," Reilly
recalls. "But when they put together the cost
of the paddle, net, and table, they thought it
was kind of pricey. They were getting ready
to drop the idea when I suggested,
'why don't we just go with the
ball? Why don't we do a market
survey?'"
Officials of Parker Brothers, a
privately-held company at the
time, weren't quite sure what a
market survey was. "I suggested that
we make up 100,000 Nerf balls, pick a geo-
graphic area, and test-market them," says
Reilly. "We did that and the response was
unbelievable!"
So unbelievable, in fact, that Reilly's company
soon found itself producing and packaging the
new concept by working three shifts daily at
its two plants seven days a week, and flying
planeloads of Nerf balls. Super Nerf balls and
Nerf footballs all over the country. In the first
year, alone, they sold nine million products.
When Reilly's sizable Nerf commission arrived
each quarter, he would take the check, drive to
Ocean City, N.J., and invest in another real
estate property. This later evolved into the
Reilly Real Estate Partnership, a family part-
nership specializing in development in South
Jersey and Florida.
Reilly is also a general partner of Reilly-Mita
Industries, a real estate partnership that
purchases, renovates, develops, and rents
industrial properties. His partner in this
venture is F Paul Mita, Jr., '56.
in 1989, Reilly co-founded Safeguard
Biologicals. which specializes in medical
packaging for the pharmaceutical industry.
Bernard J. Dillon, Jr., '59, is president and
CEO of the company which also purchases
plasma from different hospitals, processes it
and then sells it to pharmaceutical companies.
They, in turn, break it down and use the
various components for different medical
tests.
"The plasma business is like the commodities
business," says Reilly. "Prices fluctuate.
Sometimes the market is up. Sometimes the
market is down. When it's up. it's really good.
When it's down, it's really bad. That's why we
introduced a line of medical packaging items-
vials and things of that nature. This part of
the business is growing rapidly and doing
extremely well. When the plasma business is
down, the packaging is there to support it."
The rapid grov\rth of another business-
Cosmetics-prompted Reilly to start his fifth
company. Kathleen's Cosmetics, named after
his wife and oldest daughter, last April. "We
do a tremendously large volume with the
cosmetics industry," he explained. "Everything
from powder puffs to fingernail polish re-
mover. It's a big market and we hope to be a
major player in it. We bought a lot of auto-
matic equipment to give us a little productive
advantage. We think we have the proper
marketing strategy and the right products.
The reception so far has been exceedingly
good."
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According to industry experts, Reiliy
Foam is perliaps the most profitable,
most feared, most aggressive com-
pany of its l<ind. In fact, its growth
rate was so phenomena! in the late
1980s--approaching 50% at times--
that Reiliy took steps to slow the
business down on a number of
occasions before, as he says, it got out
of control. "My philosophy was if
we're bringing new business in the
front door and losing old business out
the back door, we're only kidding
ourselves. We controlled our growth
until we were able to bring in addi-
tional machinery and personnel to
accommodate everyone."
Today Reiliy Foam is one of the half
dozen or so "A" fabricators in the
nation, so-designated because it is one
of the few major distributors
equipped to handle upscale, high-tech
applications and higher-priced materi-
als. "We leave the so-called commodity
products to other distributors," Reiliy
says. "We don't get involved with
products like cushioning, bedding, and
furniture because the profitability is
not that exciting."
Reiliy began his career at Scott Paper
Company selling foam to fabricator
convertors-" People just like Reiliy
Foam," he recalls. He left the com-
pany to go into the leasing business
for a couple of years, then was
offered a position heading up East
Coast sales for Foamade Industries,
one of his former customers at Scott
Paper, when that distributor decided
to expand.
Three of Charles Reilly's children play key roles in
the operation of the company. They are (standing,
from left): Michelle, Joseph, and Brian.
After the phenomenal Nerf Ball/Parker
Brothers success, however, the
Foamade people cut his commission in
an attempt to keep his salary in line
with other salesmen. Another com-
mission cut followed in 1972 when
they decided to abandon their Eastern
operation and concentrate in the
Midwest.
"That's when 1 left and went into
competition with them," Reiliy recalls.
"But I'm still very friendly with the
owner. He once told me, 'We gambled
that you wouldn't leave. We gambled
that you were doing so well that we
could play with your commission a
little bit.' 1 said, 'Well you gambled
and you lost.'"
Reiliy operated out of the family
garage for a while, then took over
part of a building in Philadelphia's
Manayunk section before moving to
Conshohocken in 1983. The Hartford
plant opened in 1981 and Florida has
been in operation for almost two
years.
Three of Reilly's four children are
working for their dad. Joseph, '88, is
Reiliy Foam's national sales manager
Michelle, a '91 graduate of Boston
College and a CPA, came on board last
year and handles the firm's accounting
and financial affairs. Brian, '95,
recently completed the company's
sales training program. His other
daughter, Kathleen, a Harvard MBA
graduate-"and a very successful
young lady," is a marketing executive
with American Express.
"It's nice to have the kids around,"
says Reiliy, who expects to turn the
reigns over to them in the next few
years. "It really energizes me. The
boys are just a pleasure to be with
and there's no doubt in my mind that
they're going to be successful. And
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Michelle has really made my life a lot
easier by taking over a lot of the
financial aspects. It's very comforting
to knov\/ that the company is doing
well and that the children are succeed-
ing me.
"To be honest with you, I feel like I've
gotten a couple of more arms and a
couple of more legs. I like to tell
people that myjob has changed from
being the quarterback. I'm now the
coach."
And what is the secret to Reilly's
success?
"I tell my children, and I would say the
same to all young La Salle graduates,
don't be afraid to take a chance,'" he
says. "There is a tremendous differ-
ence. I consider myself a risk-taker.
I'm not a gambler I don't go to the
race track. I don't play the numbers.
People ask me why 1 don't go to the
race track and I tell them it's because
they won't let me ride the horse.
"But I will take a chance on real estate
investment. I will buy stock in a
company that I think has potential
growth. But I see so many bright
people out there who are afraid. I
don't say that you have to bet the
whole farm all the time but take a
chance once in a while. The rewards
of being in business for yourself are
very gratifying. I would encourage
every young person to consider the
option of being self-employed.
whether it be a doctor, dentist,
lawyer business entrepreneur or
whatever."
Reilly and his wife, Kathleen Marie,
have been married for 32 years. They
spend various parts of the year at
their homes in Villanova, Ocean City,
and Admiral's Cove, Florida. "I really
enjoy being with my family but I don't
recreate enough," he says. "My wife is
constantly on my back to get out and
play more golf but I tell her that I
enjoy being at my desk. I like playing
the stock market. I like investing in
real estate. I consider those to be
some of my hobbies. But I probably
should develop more outside inter-
ests."
Reilly, who grew up in southwest
Philadelphia, served for two years
with the U.S. Army 502nd Airborne.
He worked his way through La Salle
thanks to the Gl Bill and a full-time
job at night as a bartender. He made
the decision to commute to 20th and
OIney after talking to his future
brother-in-law, Lenny Fernandez, '53,
who was then dating his oldest sister,
Rita. "I was very impressed with him.
He rowed on the crew team and was
an outstanding guy," recalls Reilly,
who was also familiar with the
Christian Brothers and felt very
comfortable with them.
"I have great memories of La Saile and
the people I met there," says Reilly
who earned a bachelor's degree in
accounting. "It wasjust a great
experience. Unfortunately I did not
have chance to participate in social
activities because I only had two
Saturday nights off in four years.
But the friendships I made at La Salle
are still the friendships that I enjoy
the most today."
These friendships have also helped to
foster a life-long commitment of
dedicated service to La Salle for Reilly,
a member of the university's Board of
Trustees since 1992. A major benefac-
tor to La Saile, Reilly conceived the
idea for the annual Charter Day
Leadership Dinner four years ago. He
shared the concept with Thomas N.
Pappas, '70, the managing principal
and senior vice president of Johnson
& Higgins. The two of them have
served as co-chairs of the event since
its inception. Gross receipts from this
year's dinner amounted to $142,450.
"My dad taught me two things," Reilly
recalls. "Number one, whatever you
give to charity, you get back ten-fold.
And I honestly believe that. He also
told me that what you do for yourself
goes to the grave with you. What you
do for others lives on foreven
"It'sjust a nice feeling that I'm in a
position to be able to give back to
La Salle. I'm a little disappointed that
more people in the same position
aren't a little more giving."
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HIGHLIGHTS
All gifts and gra)its re-
ported in the Honor Roll of
Donors represent payments
received by the University
between July I, 1995 and
June 30, 1996. Multi-year
pledges and contributions
received afterJuly I. 1996
will be published in subse-
quent Honor Rolls as
payments are received.
Every effort has been made
to ensure the accuracy of
the donor list. Occasion-
ally, a donor's name is
inadveiiently misspelled or
omitted. If by chance, an
error has been made,
please accept our apology
and notify us of the mis-
take at 215-951-1539.
To ensure that your name
appears in the 1997 Honor
Roll ofDonors, please use
the inserted remittance
envelope to send your gift
to the University at your
earliest coiuenience.
Dear Friends:
On behalf of eveiyone at La Salle. I should like to thank our many benefactors for
their exceedingly generous support for the University during the 1995-96 fiscal year.
.\s detailed in this Honor Roll of Donors, the past year was an exceptionally success-
ful one for our fund-raising program, and we are all very grateful for the outpouring
of support that made this achievement possible.
Among the many highlights noted in the Honor Roll, the following are worthy of
special mention:
1. Total gifts and grants from all sources increased from $6,052,214 to $6,549,322.
Fiscal years '95 and '96 have been the two best years in the history of our develop-
ment program, with the sole exception of the years during which Mr. and Mrs. John
F. Connelly and The Connelly Foundation were funding the construction of the
Connelly Library. Since 1994, total gifts and grants have increased by more than 21%.
2. Alumni and parent donors both achieved new record-setting highs as 7,433
graduates and 1,044 parents contributed $1,829,259 and $100,293 respectively to
La Salle.
3. The fourth annual Charter Dinner/La Salle University Leadership Award Ceremony
honored Mr. Nicholas A. Giordano '65, President of the Philadelphia Stock Ex-
change, and raised more than $105,000 for the University's scholarship fund.
4. Three major planned gifts were received during 1995-96, including $27,793 from
the estate of Catherine E. Doran,'78, $82,112 from the estate of Francis R. O'Hara,
Esq. ,'54, and $340,000 from the estate of Almira C. Bainbridge. Special thanks are
due to Frank S. Blatcher '56 and Gerald P. Ginley, Esq. '54 for their efforts regarding
the O'Hara and Bainbridge donations respectively.
5. Total gifts, grants, and pledges to the capital campaign passed the $27 million
mark.
Quite clearly, the past year has provided a solid foundation for the future. As we
move forward, we ask those of you who have supported La Salle in the past to
continue to do so, and, wherever possible, to increase your commitments to the
University. Your assistance is critically needed as w'e strive to enhance financial aid
so that the next generation can afford the cost of attending La Salle. At the same
time, we ask those who have not yet participated in our development/annual fund
campaigns to make every effort to do so this year. 'With your help. La Salle will
continue to prosper and to provide the high calibre education that is the hallmark of
the Christian Brothers.
.Many thanks again to everyone whose generosity and support has contributed so
significantly to La Salle's success.
Sincerely yours.
Joseph F Burke, RS.C, Ph.D. '68
President
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Estate of Almira C. Bainbridge
Estate of Catherine E. Doran
Mr & Mrs Francis J. Dunlea\y
Leon Ellerson
Ragan A. Henry, Esq







THE UNIVERSITY CLUB ('""o »«'-'")
Joseph A. Coffey, Jr., Esq William J. McCormick, Jr.
Thomas Curley Richard J. Prendergast
Henr\- G. DeVincent, MD Charles I. Reillv
J. Hugh Devlin Joseph P. Rhein
William J. Henrich, Jr.. Esq Richard S. Rueda, Esq
John Kapusnick William R. Sautter, CPA
Kathleen Burns Kapusnick Frank Stanton
Joseph P. Klock. Jr.. Esq Robert M. Vetrone
Christopher F. Koch
THE SAN MIGUEL CLUB («,«».o *,,»«)
Kevin R. Alger Thomas J. Mahoney, CPA
James F. Anthony, III Joseph G. Markmann, CPA
Peter R. Bossow Dennis S. Mario, CPA
Michael J. Brennan Peter A. Martosella, Jr.
Joseph R. Buckley Robert N. Masucci
George F. Butler Dennis M. Maziarz, MD
Mr & iMrs Walter R. Cavanaugh Lawrence E. McAlee, Esq
Joseph H. Cloran Gerald P. McBride
William F. X. Coffey, MD F. Owen McKeaney
J. Russell Cullen, Jr. Cedric J. McKeever
Mr & Mrs Richard J. Donnelly James F. McManus
Jeremias T. Dubyk, MD Margaret M. McManus, PhD
Michael L. Duffy' John J. McNally, CPA
Henry F. Eberhardt James D. McShea
Estate of Joseph J. Eberle, Jr. Mary Lou Monihan
David C. Eisenhart, Jr., CPA Richard M. Monihan, MD
Joseph F. Elm Jacques J. Moore
Eugene J. Ferr>' James F. MuUan
xMarie E. Ferr>' Joseph C. Murphy, CPA
John J. Gallagher, Esq Jerry A. Naessens, CPA
Paul J. Gallagher Patrick J. O'Leary, CPA
John P. GarrLson, III Jonathan J. Palmer
Linda E. Geraci, MD Thomas N. Pappas
Garrett J. Girvan Harry J. Pearce
William" E. Herron, CPA John P. Fenders, Esq
William S. Hough Stephen J. Rauscher
Thomas S. Kilcheski, MD Mr & Mrs John H. Reilly, Jr.
C. Gerard Kramer Thomas S. Rittenhouse
Donald W. Kramer, Esq Anthony C. Santopolo, MD
Gregory LeCerff Raymond F. Shea, Esq
Thomas A. Leonard, CPA Edward J. Stemmler, MD
George H. Levesque, Jr. Charles L. Storm
James M. Lord James J. Timoney
Joseph E. Luecke Leonard A. Ward
Thomas J. Lynch Gerald M. Wilk
Trevor P. Lynch, MD Ronald J. Young
Br Joseph F. Mahon, ESC John D. Zook, CPA
Joseph J. Mahon, Jr., Esq




CPT E. F. Bronson, USN, Ret
John F. Carabello, DMD
Mary & Rudolf Chope
Vincent J. Ciavardini
Joseph E. Crowne, Jr.
Charles L. Daley
John M. Daly, MD
William P. Foley
Joseph A. Gallagher
Nicholas A. Giordano. CPA
Michael J. Griffin
James R. Guntle, Jr.
Terence K. Heaney, Esq.
Eileen M. Heck
Thomas J. Hoskins
Joseph T. Jones. Jr.
John H. Kennedy, CPA
C. Raymond Larkin, Jr.





Frederick C. Mischler, Sr.
Michael G. Mullen
Mary Ann Baker Philbin
Tobias R. Philbin, PhD
Joseph R. Sadowski
William V. Toner
I. Michael Whitaker, MD
Charles J. Wolf, III, MD
Zane R. Wolf, PhD
THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
The Christian Brothers who serve asfaculty,
administrators and staffmembers contributed
$151,833 to the University in fiscal 1996for
scholarship assistance.
Br Hugh N. Albright, FSC
Br Arthur J. Bangs. FSC
Br .-Vndrew Hartley, FSC
Br Daniel W. Burke, FSC
Br Joseph F. Burke, FSC
Br Miguel A. Campos, FSC
Br Lawrence J. Colhocker, FSC
Br J. Edward Davis, FSC
Br Charles F. Echelmeier, FSC
Br Gabriel A. Fagan, FSC
Br E. Gerald Fitzgerald, FSC
Br Joseph Grabenstein, FSC
Br Charies E. Gresh. FSC
Br William E. Hall, FSC
BrJcsephJ. Keenan. FSC
Br Emer\' C. MoUenhauer, FSC
Br Gerard F. Molyneau.x. FSC
Br Francis Tri V. Nguyen, FSC
Br G. John Owens, FSC
Br Edward J. Sheehy. FSC
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James J. Anderson William J. Flannery, Esq Kevin E. Madden. CPA Robert R. Plefka
Mark D. Saldino George W. Fleetwood William E. Mahoney Frank V. Possinger
Anthony P. Baratta, Esq David C. Fleming, Jr. Wendy R. Mailman, MD Charles J. Quattrone, Jr.
David E. Beavers, Esq Thomas J. Flood Roger Marchetti Paul D. Rahter, MD
G. Michael Bellenghi, CPA Joseph F. Flubacher, EdD John K. Mariani, DO Albert S. Randa. CPA
Edie Ellinger Belzer Robert Folberg, MD Anthony M. Marino Joseph W. Rebl
Norbert F. Belzer. PhD Fred J. Foley, Jr.. PhD William J. Markmann, MD Robert T. Reichman, MD
Benjamin D. Bernstein Estate of Raymond E. Foran William H. Marshall Kathryn Bareis Ricci
Vincent P. Berry Ludwig M. Frank, MD Robert A. Martone, CPA Raymond A. Ricci
William J. Binkowski Bernard J. Freitag Anna Celenza McAleer Dr & Mrs Kari Rickels
Thomas L. Bower, II Armond F. Gentile Michael J. McAleer, CPA Catherine Roarty-Healey
Donald J. Brooks Colleen P. Gillespie, Esq Thomas N. McCarthy, PhD Camien V. Romeo
James J. Broussard Gerald P. Ginley, Esq John L. McCloskey Dennis R. Rubisch
Francis H. Bruce Anthony R. Giorgio. MD John R. McCloskey, MD Leo D. Rudnytzky, PhD
Roger G. Bucs, MD John E. Glaser Joseph R. McDonald, Esq' William R. Sasso, Esq
Mr & Mrs James D. Burke James M. Glasgow Gerald W. McEntee Paul J. Schneider, MD
Thomas R. Burke Mr & Mrs Donald W. Goodwin, Sr. Mr & Mrs Joseph McEwen Lawrence D. Schuler
Donald J. Burkhimer Kathleen R. Gomiley Joseph P. McFadden Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Seiler
Vincent Butera, MD Lawrence A. Grabenstein Robert L. McGill Mr & Mrs Michael S. Shalbert
Lawrence P. Byrnes, Esq WUliam F. Grauer, CPA Stephen L. McGonigle Barbara A. Sharkey
Albert A. Cantello John R. Greed, CPA Mr & Mrs Michael P. McHugh James J. Sheehan
Thomas Capizzi, PhD Robert E. Hanrahan, Jr. John F. Mclnemey, PhD Robert A. Shore, MD
Barbara Gawinski Carberry Thomas B. Harper. III. Esq John V. Mclntyre. PhD Michael S. Slanina, MD
David P. Carberry Martin A. Healey Laura K. McKenna Brian J. Smith, CPA
Gerard J. Carpency, Esq James J. Heger, MD Michael J. McKenna Peter F. Smith
Louis J. Casale, MD John J. Helwig,Jr., MD William J. McLaughlin Sr R. Patricia Smith, GNSH
Nicholas G. Cavarocchi Ulrich Hiesinger William J. McMahon.Jr. Rosa Lee Smith
Dan A. Chila, CPA Mary P. Higgins, Esq James P. McMenamin Joseph L. Spaar, MD
Robert J. Christian Kenneth L. Hill John W. McMenamin JohnM. Stack. Jr., MD
John L. ConneU, CPA Fred Himmelstein Joseph D. McMenamin, DO Charies E. Stahlecker
Joseph J. Connelly, Jr. Peter A. Horty, CPA Francis J. McQuilkin George W. Stairiker
Terence J. Connors, CPA Francis J. Howley James G. McSherry James P. Steinitz
Joseph P. Conville, Jr. Philip E. Hughes. Jr.. Esq Theodore H. Mecke, Jr. Marie M. Steinitz
Nonnan H. Coopersmith, MD Henry L. Hulbert James P. Meehan Scon E. Stickel. PhD
Dominic J. Cotugno, EdD Walter J. Hynek Mario V. Mele Br J. Stephen Sullivan, FSC. STD
Dawn Riley Courtney, Esq Teresa M. Jackson Lawrence J. Mellon, Jr., MD Bonnie Amos Sweeder
John B. Cregan Mr & Mrs William J. Jones G. HaroldMetz, PhD John J. Sweeder, EdD
Robert C. Crosson, Jr. Joseph A. Kane. PhD John B. Millard Dr & Mrs Ralph Tekel
Donald F. Cunningham Paul E. Karis. .MD F. Paul Mita.Jr. Michael R. Thompson
Joseph A. DAmato, CPA Thomas J. Kean, Jr. John E. Mitchell, CPA John J. Tighe, Jr.
Albert W. Davis Joseph F. Keenan, Esq Cyrus Mohebbi, PhD Thomas F. Toomey, Jr., MD
John P. Davis Maurice A. Kelley Robert A. Monastero Peter P. Tozer, Esq
Susan Murphy Dearolf Donald M. Kelly Mr & Mrs William T. Moms Francis J. Trzuskowski, Esq
Walter W. Dearolf. 10. MD Thomas A. Kelly John T. Mulholland Owen J. Tucker
Donald J. DeGrazia, CPA John F. Kent, Esq James P. Murphy. Esq Ernest R. Varalli
Peter M. DiBattiste, MD William J. Kesselring Donald A. Murray Edward J. Vasoli
Donald C. Dill William J. King John E. Murray. Jr., Esq Raymond T. Vasoli
Bernard J. Dillon. Jr. James M. Knepp Paul F. Naughton Paul E. Vignone
Rev Thomas J. Donaghy. PhD Joseph D. Kovatch. PhD Anthony J. Nocella Erwin von Allmen
Gloria A. Donnelly, PhD Bernard G. Krimm, PhD Frank J. Noonan Vincent P. Walls
Dennis M. Dougherty Harry F. Kusick Thomas J. Noone Hon Peter J. Walsh
Dr & Mrs Jack Dugan and Sons Anthony M. Landis. DO Helen North, PhD John E, Warga. Jr.
Mary Lynn Hensler Ellis John Langan G. Dennis OBrien, PhD Milton A. Washington
Paul S. Ellis, MD Vera Lashcliyk Jerome C. O'Connell, E,sq R. Bmce Wayne
Br Gabriel A. Fagan, FSC, PhD Tliomas J. La\in, Jr. Patricia Dcmegan O'Connell Hon Diane McMonagle Welsh
Richard L. Fagnani, CPA Mr & Mrs William M. Lee Timothy M. O'Connor Thomas J. Welsh
John M. Falker, MD Margaret M. Lennon Timothy T. O'Toole, Esq Ernest L. "Wlialon
James J. Faulk Eric P. Linn Joseph M. Owens, PhD John T. Williams. MD
Samuel V. Filippine, Jr. John W. Logan Gerald T. Page William J. Wisniewski
Peter J. Finnegan Fernando Lombardi, CPA Joseph J. Panchella, CPA Mr & Mrs Robert T. Wright
Joan M. Fitzpatrick Mr & Mrs Antonio A. Lucas John J. Persia George J. Zimmerman
Thomas J. Fitzpatrick, Jr Estate of Eleanor K. Lynch John M. Pettine Paulette Travers Zimmemian
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Ragan Henry Broadcast Group LP
IBM
VMark Software, Incorporated






Rofim and Haas Company
Philadelphia Stock Exchange
Budd Company
Crown Cork and Seal Company, Incorporated
Johnson and Johnson
Major League Baseball











Millard Consulting Services, Inc.
Dole Packaged Foods Company
Genuardi's Supermarket




Nason and Cullen, Incorporated




Philadelphia Food Trades Organization
Advance Transportation Company, Incorporated
Beneficial Mutual Savings Bank
The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
Coopers and Lybrand, L.L.P.






Bell Atlantic Large Business Services
























































Ocean City Home Savings and Loan
Paone Woodworking Corporation
Susquehanna Investment Group




IPC Information Systems, Incorporated
Household International
Saks Fifth Avenue




M. Burtnick & Company
Homer Associates, Incorporated
Moss & Boris, PC
Omnitech Consulting Group, Incorporated
Printing Management Systems, Incorporated
The Selzer Company
Bentley Systems, Incorporated
Blasland, Bouck & Lee, Incorporated
Guggino Productions Limited
Institutional Property Assets
Mease & Associates, Incorporated
New Light Electric, Incorporated
Schuylkill Capital Management
Space Design, Incorporated
Tellefsen Consulting Group, Incorporated
Towers Perrin Forster and Crosby
Freeman Fine Arts of Philadelphia, Incorporated
Arcordia
The French Riviera, Incorporated
W. R. Grace and Company
Mental Health Consultants, Incorporated
D'Lario's Taste of Italy, Incorporated







W. W. Smith Charitable Trust
Urasenke Foundation
James S. Kemper Foundation
The Connelly Foundation
Allegheny Health Education and Research
Foundation
Hero Scholarship Fund
Charlotte W. Newcombe Foundation
Advanta Foundation
J. Wood Piatt Caddie Scholarship Trust
Foundation for Independent Colleges of
Pennsylvania, Incorporated
Samuel S. Pels Fund
Citizens Scholarship Foundation of America,
Incorporated
Clara Abbott Foundation
Anna M. Vincent Trust
Baker Foundation
Frank Roswell Fuller Scholarship Fund
Frank J. Keane Scholarship Fund
Snayberger Foundation
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CBS Foundation
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation
IVIartin de Porres Foundation
Eileen M. Heck Foundation
Samuel A. Blank Scholarship Fund
Ruth W. Hayre Scholarship Fund
Winchester Foundation




A. Leo and Edna Ricci Fund
Essex Meadows Foundation
John McShain Charities, Incorporated
Philip E. Potter Foundation
Van Wynen Trust
Adolph D. Klarmann Memorial Scholarship
William and Mary Benz Foundation
Frank J. Bogle, Sr. Memorial Fund
Judge Lois Forer Fund
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
William C. and Mabel D. Hunt Memorial
Scholarship Trust









Estate of Almira C. Bainbridge
Estate of Francis R. O'Hara, Esq.
Estate of Catherine E. Doran
Joseph Schmitz, Jr. Testamentary Trust
School District of Philadelphia
University of Pennsylvania
United Way of Southeastern Pennsylvania




La Salle University Alumni Association
Estate of Joseph J. Eberle, Jr.
Philadelphia Area Computer Society
Montgomery, McCracken, Walker and Rhoads
North Catholic Alumni Association Scholarship
Union League of Philadelphia
Diocese of Harrisburg
Stradley, Ronon, Stevens and Young
Chemical Club of Philadelphia
Ocean City Colony Club
La Salle University Health Professions Alumni
Synod of the Trinity
American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees
Boilermakers Local 13
Estate of Eleanor K. Lynch
Pennsylvania Campus Compact
Kiwanis Club of Cape Coral, Florida
Schnader, Harrison, Segal and Lewis
ABWA, Ephrata Chapter
Greater Philadelphia Urban Affairs Coalition
Ancient Order of Hibernians
Philadelphia Paint and Coatings Association
Delaware Valley Chapter, NAIOP
Martha's Vineyard Chamber of Commerce




































































Society of Mayflower Descendants
Summit Chapter, Pennsylvania Sports Hall of Fame
Teamsters Local 1
1
Women's Club of Lawncrest
West Catholic Alumni Association Scholarship
Cape Coral Women's Club
ABWA, Francis Scott Key
American Legion Auxiliary
Association of Municipal Assessors
Wildwood Independent Business Community
Association
Elkins Park Rotary Club
Kiwanis Club of Toms River
Lions Club Northeast






Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce
Wilmington High School Alumnae Association


























UNDUPLICATED SUBTOTAL, PRIVATE SOURCES
GOVERNMENT SOURCES
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
Department of Education, Institutional
Assistance Grant
Department of Education, Act 101 Program
Department of Education, Act 143, Adult
Literacy Program
Department of Commerce
Department of Education, Institutional
Equipment Grant Program
Department of Education, Section 322, Adult
Basic Education Program
Department of Education, Summer Intensive
Language Program
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Special Projects Program
National Science Foundation, Interactive
Mathematics Program (San Francisco State
University Foundation, Inc.)
Department of Health and Human Services,
Special Projects Program
Department of Education, Interest Subsidy
Department of Health and Human Services,
Professional Nurse Traineeship Program
Small Business Administration, Small Business
Development Center Program (University of
Pennsylvania)
Corporation for National and Community Service

























THE FOUNDERS CIRCLE («oo.o«^,
James J. Ahem. Jr.
James B. Albrecht. .MU
Stephen J. Andriole, PhD
John J. Angelo. MD
Mr & Mrs Thomas M. Aposlolik
Dr & .Mrs Albert F. Argenziano
Beverly A. Bacon
William .M. Barbour
William J. Barn,-, MD
George H. Benz. Jr., MD
William L. Berr>'
Paul F. Betz, PhD
Stanley J. Birch, Jr.
Edward J. Bli.ss
Eileen .M. Bonner. MD
Robert E. Bonner, MD
Lawrence T. Bowman, Esq




W. Richard Bukata. MD
Martin J. Bukowski, MD




John T. Capecci, CP.\
Louis C. Cappiella
Francis J. Carlin. Jr.
Gilbert C. Carroll, MD
James F. Casey, Jr.
Vincent J. Catanese, MD
William F. Chapman, Jr.
A. J. Chialastri, DDS
Fiarry T. Chugani, MD
William J. Collins, Jr.
Michael E. Connaughton, PhD
Mary Sheehy Connolly
John J. Convey, PhD
Steven J. Coper
MAJ Marco Coppola, DO






Ann M. D Innocenzo
James A. Dalton, PhD
William J. Daly, MD
Joseph T. Danzi, MD
Gerald T. Davis
Ira S. Davis
John J. Deady, CPA
Francis P. Degnan
James W. Degnan, PhD
Francis E. Dehel, Esq
Anastasia M. Dehner
John J. Dennehy, MD
James F. Dever





Dr & .Mrs R. Lawrence Dunworth
Richard L. Du.szak.Jr., MD
Thomas J. Dvorak
Peter J. DwTer. Sr.
David P. Efroymson. PhD
Mr & Mrs Bertil C. Engh
Joseph M. Evancich
George T. Evans
Thomas L. Evans, PhD
Thomas W. Fairbrother
Kevin O. Faley, Esq
Mr & Mrs William M. Farrell
Joseph A. Pick, Jr.
James W. Finegan
Peter J. Finley, EdD
Mr & Mrs James L, Flickinger




William J. Friel, Jr.
Curtis E. Fromal
William B. Fynes, Sr.






Mr & Mrs John A. Gaudinski
Joseph C. George, PhD
Dr & Mrs William B. Glenn
Mr & Mrs Francis C. Goerke
Blair H. Gould
David E. Greed, CPA
John L. Gregorio
James A. Gross, PhD
John E. Guiniven
Mark J. Guttmann, PhD
Raymond F. Hagen, Sr.
John J. Haggerty, Jr.
Rev Kenneth P. Hallahan
Charles A. J. Halpin, Jr., JD




W. Joseph Hetherington. Esq
John Higgins
Richard L. Hill, Esq
Philip T, Hintze
COL Gerald T. Hipp, USA
Robert A. Hirsh, MD
Thomas J. Hoban
Joseph F. Hohenleitner
Mr & Mrs Laurence M. Holbert
Joseph D. Holston, Jr., Esq
Matthew R. Hooper, Esq
William C, Howrie. Jr., MD
J. Robert Huck
John C. Incarvito, Jr., MD
Norman A. Jason, Jr.
Paul G. Jennings






James M. Kelly, PhD
Paul J. Kelly, III, CPA
James J. Kenyon





Vincent R. Kling, PhD
Mark R. Klingensmith, MD
Richard C. Kovvalchuk
Richard E. Kreipe, MD




Joseph F. Lepo, Jr.









William V. Martinez, MD




Gerald J. McConeghy, Esq
John P. McDermott
Michael P. McDugall
Francis T. McGettigan, CPA
Daniel E. McGonigle
Peter M. McGonigle, Esq
James F. McGowan, Jr.
John J. McGrath
Francis B. McHugh
Paul W. Mcllvaine, MD
Michael E. McLoone
Mr & Mrs Joseph J, McMahon, Sr,
Thomas A. McManus
Daniel J. McMonagle, Sr.
George J. Mecherly, PhD
Alan J. Meltzer, MD
Mr cS; Mrs Robert J. Merenda
Harry J. Metzinger, CPA




Mr &. Mrs Paul H. .Mullan
Daniel R. Mullin
Thomas J, Murphy, CLU
Steven J. Napiecek
James J. Newell
John J. O'Hara.Jr., MD
Robert F. Onraet
Richard J. Papirio
Elizabeth A. Paulin, PhD
John S. Penny, PhD
Gary T. Petrauski, MD
James H. Pickering, Jr., Esq
George E. Pierce, Jr., Esq
I. David Pincus, Esq










Richard A. Rothwell. Jr., DOS










Paul M. Schugsta, Jr.
Raymond L. Schutzman
Ann E. Seiberlich
William C. Seiberlich. Jr.
Elmer J, Shamwell
Lewis S. Sharps, MD






Robert G. Sneath, Jr.
Kathr^ne McGrath Speaker, EdD








Frank L Strocen, Jr.
Karia M. Sztukowski
Judith A. Taylor
Stanley J. Travis, Jr., DO
Barbara Guthrie Trovato, PhD
Benjamin Tumolo
William J. Ulhl, Esq
Robert E. Useller
Anthony F. Verlezza
LTC John E. Wall
Hon Joseph T. Walsh
Frank J. Widmann
Robert Wilczynski
Joseph E. Wreen, PhD
John G. Younglove, Esq
Edward J. Zajac, PhD
Thomas A. Zelante, Esq
Henrv A. Zekanis
Thomas N. Pappas. '70 (left), and CharlesJ.
Reilly, '62, serred as co-chairs of the
iDiiversity'sfourth annual Charter Dinner/
Leadership Award Ceremony on March 30
at Tlw f'lu'on f.eai>ue ofPhiladelphia.
MEMORIAL GIFTS
Gregg M. Argenziano '94
Louis J. Bonder '42
George J. Bucs
Howard & Ruth Chase
Robert J. Chesco '63
Rudolf E. Chope
Harvey Coffman
Br Damian Connelly, FSC
Jeffrey T. Cox '95
Rev P. F. Cronin
Prof Michael A. DeAngelis
Br Claude Demitras, FSC '53
Anna H. & Harry J, Donaghy
Br lohn P. Dondero, FSC '45
Paul R. Doran, PhD &
Catherine E. Doran '78
Michael A. Dugan "61
William A. Felte, Jr. '50
Robert J. Fitzgerald '70
Raymond E. Foran '76
Richard A. Funchion '56
Br Vincent Grimes, FSC
Charles V. Hardish
loann Hamil
Anthony F. Heck '51
Roland Holroyd, PhD
Dr Jo.seph Kelly
Prof Richard E. Lautz
Don G. & Richard F. Lull
Daniel J. Lynch '78
Christine A. Mazurek '85
Thomas J. McFIynn, Sr. '63
diaries (Chip) McKeaney '90
Br leremy McNamara, F.SC
Wiiliam F. Miller. Sr. '58
M. O'Connell
Thomas V. O'Malley '59
John J. Prendergast '74
Catherine Presko
Br .\ugusline Roberts. FSC '52
Sr Mary Ellen M. Schu '94
Gerard M. Shannon, Jr. '76
Blanche Smith
Hugh T. Smith '52
Marcel S. Sussnian. MD '32
Paul Thibault '93
lohn H. Veen '59
Hon Thomas A. White '50
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THE UGO DONINI CLUB ($250 to $499)
Ramzie A. Abdinasser
Louis A. Alekna
Daniel J. Allan, Esq
Robert P. Argentine. Jr.. MD
Joseph Y. Ashman, Jr.
Joseph A. Atkins
Augustine C. Au, DDS
John L. Austin
Henry A. Backe, Sr.
James R. Bacon
Daniel J. Ball. Ill
George A. Barbetto, CPA
Roger A. Bard
Joseph P. Barron
Richard F. Barr>', III
Andrew G, Bean, PhD
John Beckno, Jr.
Robert L. Bendorovich. Jr.
Frederick J. Bernhardt
William A. Biermann, MD





Thomas A. Bochinski, Jr.
Joseph G. Boland
Michael F. Bonner, CPA
Mr & Mrs Lawrence J. Bonora
Charies W. Booker
Regina A. Boothman
Susan C. Borkowski, PhD
Carl J. Bowden
Thomas J. Boyce. Jr.
Mr & Mrs Howard L. Brailman
Leslie L. Branda
Robert J. Bray, Jr., Esq
Rev Robert H. Breen
Philip J. Brennan
Robert P. Brennan
Joseph V. Brogan, PhD
Thomas C. Brogan, PhD
Edward J. Brown
John T. Browne, Jr.
Theresa Bruno




Paul J. Burgoyne, Esq
Charles E. Burke
Mr & Mrs Robert W. Burkitt
Horace G. Butler, MD




Mr & Mrs Charles F. Calvanese
Joseph H. Campbell, Jr.
James J. Canavan
Pascal R. Canavo
Andrew J. Candelore, DO
Mr & Mrs Nicholas Caramenico












Anthony J. Clark, Jr.
Dewey P. Clark
James J. Clarke, PhD







Lawrence F. Conlin, Jr., DDS
Joseph P. Coogan
CPT Vincent E. Cooke, USN, Ret
Mr & Mrs Francis J. Coppola, Jr.
Philip S. Cosentino, Esq
Charles V. Cosgrove






Mr & Mrs Michael P. Creedon. Sr.
Dennis W. Cronin, MD
Walter F. Cro,ssley




Chester T. Cyzio, Esq





Jeffrey I. Damsker, MD
Frederick J. Daniels
Robert P. Davine
Alan E. Davis, CPA
M. Alicia Davis
Anthony M. DeAngelis
Mr & Mrs Peter R. DeFlavia
Margaret Flanagan DeLorenzo MD




Stuart Z. Dershaw, MD







Donna Tait Diaz, MD
William E. Dietrich, Jr., PhD
Mark Dodel, RN
Edward G, Dolton, Jr
Jennifer Donohue
Scott M, Dorfner, DO
Jo.seph F. Dougherty, MD
Thomas F. Dudley
Joseph J. Duffy
Charles P. Dugan, Esq




Rebecca A. Efroymson, PhD








W. Joseph Engler, Jr., Esq
Carole Rothong Erlandson. MD
Stephen E. Ertz




Mr & Mrs Jeffrey A. Fanning
Alfred G, Farina, Jr.
Donna Ruzicka Farrell, DO
Francis A. Farrell, Jr.
Samuel J. Farruggio. Jr.
Warren W. Faulk, Esq
Joseph J. Fayer
Richard A. Feeney, III
Thomas J. Feerick, Esq
Bernard M. Feldman, MD
J. Alan Femer, MD
Cynthia Bonatucci Fisher, MD
P. W. J. Fisher
.Michael D. Flanagan, MD
J. Christopher Flavin
William F. Flooks, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Joseph C, Fluehr. Jr.
John S. Follet, MD
Lawrence A. Forrest
Joseph H. Foster. Esq
Robert J. Foster
Robert G. Eraser, Esq
Raymond C. Freisheim
Robert G. Fryling, Esq
Kathleen Klein Gable
Alice Seiberlich Gaibler






Joseph J. Ganz, Esq
Edwin J. Garcia
John J Gardiner
Mr & Mrs Daniel Gaudin





Jeffrey F. Gibbons, Esq
John J. Gibbons
Ralph E. Gilmore, Jr., OD
Hon Francis X. Gindhart
Michael J. Ginieczki, MD




Mr & Mrs Albert D. Goldhammer





Cari W. Graf, CPA
John P. Graham, CPA
Joyce M. Gray




Joseph X. Grosso, MD








James K. Gulick, Jr.
John C. Gyza
Joseph P. Halpin
Mr & Mrs Steven E. Haluszka, Sr,
Eugene J. Hamburger, MD
Joseph L. Hartley
Joseph E. Hanlon







Dr & Mrs Arthur H, Hayes, Jr.
Raymond P. Heath, PhD
Br Richard D. Heriihy, FSC
Kenneth J. Higginbotham
James J. Higgins




Alice Lynn Hoersch, PhD
Gerald T. Hofmann
William A. Hofmann. III. .MD
Paul J. Hogan
Alexandra N. Holowchak
Robert A. Hopstetter, Esq
Thomas J. Horan, Jr.
Ralph E. Horky
David P. Horrell
Mr & Mrs Kevin R. Houlihan
Francis E. Hughes
Jeffrey P. Hurley, MD
William K. Istone, PhD




Mr & Mrs George Johnston
William S. Johnston
Edward C. Jones

















Joseph P. Kirlin. Jr.
Stanley D. Kolman, DO
John E. Kopacz
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent J. Kopec
Robert A. Kramer
Louis M. Krivitsky
Albert G. Kroll, Esq
Mark S. Kruger, MD
Nicholas F. Lacovara
William J. Lahr, III
Joseph R. Lakowicz, PhD
James B. Lane, MD
Gordon M. Langston, MD
John E. Lanz, Jr.
Gerald Lawrence
Barbara R. Lear
Bruce A. Leauby, PhD
-Vlichael D. Lee
Cornelius J. Lehane
Robert H. Lemke, III
Robert J. Lennox
Alonzo M. Lewis
George P. Liarakos, MD
Victoria R. Lloyd
Thomas A. Loftus, MD
James L. Love




Joseph J. Lysek, Jr.
Anthony J. Macrina
George T. Magee, Esq
Catherine M. Maher
Edward C. Malarkey, PhD
Maureen Gimpel Maley, Esq
Joseph N. Malone
.Morton S. Mandell, MD
Joseph E. Markert
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Kathleen Shaw Mathis











Joseph T. McGee, Jr.
John T. McGeehan, St.. MD
John M. McGowan, MD
James J. McGrath. Esq
Frank P. McHale
Mar\-lou K. .McHugh. EdD
Mr & .Mrs Francis J. McKeaney. Jr.
John F. McKeogh
Francis X. McKeon
Kevin J. McKeon, Esq
Eugene P. McLoone, PhD









Vincent N. Melchiorre, Esq
Hon James R. Melinson
Joseph P. Melvin
Joseph N. Menter
Dr & Mrs Bruno M. Mercuri
Kathleen .Meriwether, Esq
Christopher P. Merrick













Frank J. Moffa. Ill
Augustine E. .Moffitt, Jr., ScD
Joseph P. Mohr
Charles J. Moloney, MD
Francis J. Monzo
Joseph P. Mooney, PhD
Richard F. Mooney
Rev John C. Moore








Mr & Mrs Thad R. Murwin
Joseph T. Nadolski
Mr & Mrs Frank A. Nasto, Jr.
Francis J. Nathans














Marie Kosorog O'Connor, PhD
John J. O'Driscol!
Alicia Koszarek O'Grady
J. Patrick O'Grady, CPA
James J. O'Neill
Thomas A. Oravez
Frank J. Papa, DO
Joseph E. Pappano, Jr., MD
Janet Pappianni Paret. MD
H. Eugene Passmore, Jr.
Ms Mar>' Paterson
Donald P. Pazel
George A Perfecky, PhD
Mr & .Mrs Charles Perkins, III
.\rthur A. Perry, Jr.
Lawrence D. Persick
COL Daniel F. Perugini, DO
Mark D. Pilla
Mr & Mrs Anthony J. Pizzo
Richard G. Placey, Esq
James F. Politowski
Mr & Mrs John Porter
Dennis M. Powell
Kenneth J. Powell, Jr., Esq
Patrick C. Powell, Sr.
Robert B. Powell
Richard J. Prendergast
Mr & Mrs Anthony J. Purcell, Sr.
Joseph L. Quinn
Mr & Mrs Thomas J. Quinn
Robert J. Raichle
William F. Raichle. Jr.
Anthony G. Rampulla
Norman H. Rappaport, DDS, MD
Mr & Mrs Nelso Redante
John T. Reed
Joseph H. Reichman, .MD
Dennis J. Reid
John H. Reilly. Ill
Joseph C. Reilly






John D. Rilling, CPA
.Maureen R. Rilling
James A. Riviello
Michael S. Riviello. .MD




Hon Joseph H. Rodriguez
John J. Rooney, PhD
Murray L. Ross
Mr & Mrs William C. Rueter, Sr,
Piyush G. Ruparelia
Mr & Mrs Ronald B. Ruth, Sr.
Joseph J. Ruzicka
Stephen J. Ruzicka
Francis J. Ryan, EdD
G. .Andrew Sacks
Nicholas A. Salandria
Alfonso M. .Salazar, Esq
Paul J. Salvo. .MD
Patrick H. Sanaghan
Martin Sanders
John T. Santarlas, MD





Mr. & Mrs. Donald C. Schaller, Jr.
Nancy J. Scheutz
Richard M. Schieken, MD
James N. Schilk
Leo J. Schilling, Jr.
Paul G. Schott















Christopher W. Silvotti, Jr.
Alice Harrigan Sinclair
Gregory R. Smart
John F. Smart, Jr.
David L. Smith, PhD
Mr & Mrs James H. Smith




Mr & Mrs David H. Souser
Alan M. Spagnola, MD
Francis J. Speiser
John A. Spellman, Jr.
David J. Spingler
John D. Sprandio, MD
Mark P. Stackhouse
Ro.semarie A. Stankovich
Mr & Mrs Donald M. Stanton
Francis X. Stimmler
Thomas S. Straub, PhD
Paul F. Strohm
Margaret A. Subokow
James T. Sullivan, Jr.
Michael L. Sullivan
Thomas R. Swartz, PhD
Joseph J. Sweeney
Peter J. Sweeney





Dr & Mrs William W. Tan
John K. Taus, DO
Daniel E. Thomas
Hubert A. Thomas
Joseph T. Thompson, DMD
John T. Thorn, E.sq
Timothy R. Tilson





Jo.seph E. Truitt, III
Mr & Mrs Robert J. Truitt
Anthony A. Tursi
Raymond E. Ulmer, Jr
Mr Si Mrs Alex J. Valentino









Robert J. Walsh, Jr.
Thomas H. Ward, Esq
Craig .\1. Waring
William J. Warne
Richard J. Weber, Esq
William I. Weber, III









Jt)hn Wiley. Jr., E.sq
.'Andrea Eadeh Wills
Isabel B. Wilsbach
Frederick E. Wilson, Jr.
Bruce R. Winokur, Esq
Thomas P. Witt. Esq
William M. Vi'ixted, .MD
Joseph M. 'Woinar
Paul E. VC'olfrom
Mr & Mrs William D, Woolslayer
James A. Wright
Edward A. Wrobleski, MD
John S. Wydrzynski








Captain Edward F. Bronson, USN, Ret., '54,
presents donation ofstock to La Salle's
Brother PresidentJoseph F. Burke. F.S.C..
Ph.D., '68. as part of his aiuuial commit-
ment to support the St. Francis De Sales
Scholarship Fund. Watch itig is Brother
Charles E. Gresh. F.S.C.. '55. the university's
director ofdevelopment. This scholarship
providesfinancial assistance to students
from Salesianum High School, in
Wilmington. Del., who are attending
La .Salle.
\
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Charles A. Agnew. Jr.
Michael V. Aiello
Mr & Mrs Philip N. Alampi
Rev Robert E, Albright








Stephen F. Andrilli. PhD















Mr & Mrs Robert W. Barber
William P. Barnett
Edward i\I. Barr, Sr.
James F. Barr
Walter L. Bartholomew, Jr., Esq
Kdmund A, Bateman. Jr.
Joseph P. Batory
John C. Becker, Esq
John T. Becker, CPA
Robert A. Becker
Mr & Mrs Roben G. Becker
Michael A. Belfiore
Jonathen Bell
Joseph J. Bellanca, MD
George A. Bennett, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Richard W. Benson
Dirk A. Berezovske
COL Joseph B. Berger, Jr




Mr & Mrs Robert E. Bessette







Beverly Y. Blow, Jr.
Eugene H. Bobbitt
Ralph F. Boccella, DDS
Gerald R. Bodisch, PhD
Michael E. Bohan, MD
Thomas R. Bonk
William J. Bonner, Jr, Esq
John J. Boral
Laurence J . Borger










Mr Oi Mrs Michael F. Brady
Eugene J. Bransfield
Gregory Braun









Mr & Mrs Richard R. Buehler
Chri.stopher L. Bukata, VMD
Harold J. Bullman, CPA
Lawrence J. Bur, Jr.













Loudon L. Campbell, Esq
Francis C. Cannon
Frank D. Cannon, CPA
John J. Cantwell
EgidioJ. Capaldi, PhD





Mrs Ana B. Carmouze
.\rnold C. Carnevale
Anthony M. Carney, Sr.
.Mr & Mrs Robert G. Carney
















Joseph T. Chambers, MD
John J Chapman





David J. Cichowicz, PhD
Patricia A. Cieslak
Peter A. Ciliberto, Sr.
Samuel P. Cimino, DDS
Joseph P. Cimoch
Robert G. Clarke
Joseph D. Clayton, Jr.










Richard L. Golden. Ill
Jo.seph J. Coll, Jr.
Timothy F. Collins, Jr.
Michael A. Colucci, Sf.
Mr & Mrs Andreas Conodromos




Mr & Mrs Bernard Connolly
Mark J. Connors
C. Gus Con.stant
Anthony B. Contino, Jr.
James A. Covery
Susan D. Conway
Patricia E. Coonahan, E.sq
.Michael F. Cooney
David G. Cornille
Clifton J. Cortez, Jr.
Henry T. Corvin
James J. Cosgrove
John P. Cotter, Esq
J. Mark Coulson




Mary Ellen Dooley Cowhey





Joseph G. Crosby, Jr.
Lisa J. Cruikshank
Anthony L. Cucuzzella, MD
Gaston Fernly Cummings





Harry A. Cuthbertson. Jr.
Donald J. Cuvo
Joseph J. D'AIessandro
Jo.seph R. D'Annunzio, E.sq
.Margaret Funk Dailey
Thomas J. Dalfo, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Robert E. Dal\'
John F. Danella, MD
Susan O'Connor Danella
James J. Daniel









William C. Deibert, Sr.
Daniel P. Delaney, Esq
Eugene G. Delany








.Mr ik Mrs Vincent DiPietrantonio






Francis M. Donahue, Jr., PhD
John J. Donahue
Lawrence J. Dondero
Hon John J. Donnelly
Patrick E. Dooley




Mr & .Mrs Richard J. Dowling
Gerard P. Downey, Esq
Walter D. Downey
James J. Doyle. PhD
John F. Dreyer
Claudine E. Driebe
John A. Duffy. Ill
William T. Duffy
.Mr S: .Mrs Robert A. Duggan
.Mr & Mrs Timothy P. Dunigan Jr.
Michael J. Dunn














Henry V. Engel. Jr.
William F. English
-Arthur R. Ersner, MD
Janet M. Eshleman
Norman A. Ettenger. MD











Anthony A. Ferrara, Sr.
Mr & Mrs Theodore L, Ferraro
Robert D. Fierick
Jay S. Fineman, .MD
Ms Susan L. Fisher
Rev David M. Fitz-Patrick
Mr & Mrs Joseph .M. Fitzgerald
Kathy Brown-Fitzpatrick





Mr & Mrs Patrick H. Flynn
Daniel J. Fodor
Jeffrey J Foose




Martin P. Frain, Jr.
Joan C. Frank
L. Matthew Frank, MD
Paul T. Frankenfield. Jr.
Anthony R. Fratto. Jr.
Stephen A. Fredericks
Mr & Mrs James Fritz
Gregory F. Froio, MD
John F. Funchion, Sr.
Br James Gaffney, FSC
Mt & Mrs John J. Gaffney
Thomas A. Gall. Jr.
Dr & Mrs John R. Gallagher
Michael F. Gallagher
.Michael J. Gallagher, DDS
Robin F.' Gallagher, DMD
.Mr & .Mrs Thomas J. Gallagher
Thomas R. Gallagher
Elissa E. Gallo, Esq
Richard B. Galtman, E.sq
Thomas A. Gannon






















Dominic F. Glorioso. Jr.. DO
Robert A. Godbey
Mr & Mrs Chilton G. Goebel. Jr.
Mark G. Gola
Steven J. Gold
Edward J. Golden. Jr.







John B. Grasmeder. Jr.
Dennis P. Green. Esq
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Peter D. Greenspun. Esq
John F. Gregor\-
Michael V. Griffin








Stanley A. Guogas, Jr.
Lawrence M. Gustin. MD
Kathleen McCartney Gutekunst
Mr & Mrs Stanley P. Gwiazda
Charles J. Haag
Thomas H. Haag
John J. Hagan. Esq
George [. Haggert\-
Dennis M. Haines
Thomas J. Haines. Esq
Michelle A. Haitsch
Michael Hajatian, Jr.. DDS
Alfred S. Halas, DMD
Annette L. Halpin
Sean M. Halpin, Esq
Mr & Mrs Richard Hamilton
William J. Hamilton
Gerald M. Handley, Esq
John J. Haney
William M. Hann
Thomas P. Hanna, Jr.
Mr & .Mrs Patrick O. Hanson







Frank W. Hauser, Jr.
Robert Haverner
Mr & .Mrs Arthur P. Havens-
Mr Richard J. Heffernan, Sr.










Charles A. Hepford. DPM
Anthony C. Herman





John J. Higgins, Jr.
Donald E. Hilben
Mr & Mrs William Hillner
Stanley T. Hines
Vincent F. Hink, Jr., Esq
Frederick J. Hirsekorn, PhD
Francis J. Hoban
Mr & Mrs Frederick J. Hoey
Edward L. Hogan
Michael R. Hogan




Philip J. Horn. Jr.. .VID
John M. Horney. Jr.
Valerie Selser Houk
.Mr it .Mrs Delma L. Hughes
John T. Hughes
Mr & .Mrs Richard T. Hughes
Stuart '^ Hughes
Joanne S^ift Hummel. MD
James B. Humphreys
Robert J. Hunter
.Mr & .Mrs Que Huynh
Ronald A. lannacone
.Mr & .Mrs Victor .M. Infante
Leon J. Jablonski




.\ndrew F. Jannett, .MD
Madeline Mallon Janowski
John J. Jardine




Mr & .Mrs David H. Johnson
Mr & Mrs Jerr\' A. Johnson
-Michael D. Johnson
William R. Johnson
















Kevin D. Kelly, Esq





Michael J. Kerlin, PhD
George J. Kern
Mary R. Kershaw-
Nicholas C. Kihm, Esq
Charles F. Kiley
Thomas A. Kilker
John C. Killmer. Jr.
Bernard F. King, DO
Hon William A. King, Jr.
Gerald P. Kirsch
William Kitt







Mr & Mrs Vincent J. Kopec
John P. Kovatch
Joseph A. Krantz























Steven J. Lichtenstein. MD
Patricia M. Linard
David J. Linaugh, CPA
Thomas J. Lindsey
Edward P. Lisiecki, Jr.
Alfred A. Lisiewski, Sr.
Gordon H. Livengood, Jr.
Mark J. Llewellyn
Edward J. LoCasale
Charles T. LoPresto, PhD
Sheila A. Lodise
Tina .\. Longo
Mr & .Mrs Barry- G. Lopoten
Mr & Mrs Ralph S. Lovelidge. II
Richard B. Lowe
Janice Moser Lupas
Charles P. Lutcavage, PhD
Mary- Anne S. Lutz
John J. Luxemburger, Jr.
James M. Lynch
John B. Lynch, Esq
John P. Lynch
M. Judith Torres Lynch





John H. Mackey, Jr., PhD
Arthur S. Mackin
Edward .Macko
Harvey L. Madonick, MD
Mr & Mrs Robert Magliacano
Judith Polowczuk Magner















Kenneth R. Mancini, Jr.
.Adeline Citrano Mandel





Leo J. Mansi, Jr.
Joseph J. Manson









Robert J. Maro, Sr., MD
Francis A. Marro, MD
James G. Martin
Albert A. .Martucci, .MD
Harold E. Masback, Jr.
Stephen J. Masceri, MD
George L. Mason, III










Mr & Mrs Charies B. Maynard








.Man,- K. McCarthy, MD
William A. McCoUaum. Jr.








Albert J. .McCune, Jr.
Roben J .McDermott
William A. McDonald, Jr.







Br Michael McGinniss, FSC, PhD
John P. McGinty, Jr.
LT Joseph G. McGirr
William F. McGlynn
Robert J. McGonagle
Francis J. McGovern, Sr.
James A. McGovern
Dennis R. McGrath
John F. McGreevey, Esq




John H. McKay, CPA
John P. McKenna
Patrick W. McKenna










John F. McShane, Jr.
Ann Frances E. Meehan
William A. Meehan
James V. Meidel






Dt ik .Mrs Modesto Mercado
James R. Mercer
.Michael B. .Me>ers
Chester F. Michewicz, Jr.
William A. .Michuda
Ann M. .Mickle, PhD







Mr & Mrs Roger Miller
William B. Miller
Mr & .Mrs Hee .Mahn .Min
Michael E. Miskel
J. Anthony Mitchell
Peter J. Mlynarczyk, MD
.Mark J. Momorella
.Mr & Mrs Robert E. Monaghan






.Mr i& .Mrs Daniel J. .Morrissy. Jr.
.Michael A. Mosley
Mr & Mrs Michael .M. Moss
Dominic J. Motta
Joseph M. Mottola
Mr & Mrs Robert H. Moyer
Lynn M. Mueller
John J. Mulderig. III. Esq
James D. Mullen
Mary C. Mullen
William A. Mullen. Jr
Matthew L. Mullin




Leo E. Murphy, Jr.
Michael J. Murphy
Patrick C. Murphy, Esq
















Joseph F. O Callaghan, PhD
Bernard A. O'Connor
Charles E. O'Connor. Sr., Esq
Mr & Mrs Edmond O'Connor
William J. O'Donnell. Ill
Ms Elizabeth O'Hanlon




Mr & Mrs Frank G. Oliv-o
Mr & Mrs Harold J. Olson
Mr & Mrs Gregory- R. Ott
Samuel E. Padgett
James D. Pagliaro. Esq
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Robert B. Palardy















Harry N. Pepe, DO
Nancy M. Perl






James D, Phillips, Jr.
Carolyn A. Piccone, MD
Thomas J. Pierce. PhD
Troy H. Pierce
Joseph A. Pinto
Susan Sajeski Pitts, MD









Richard T. Preiss, Esq
John G. Preston
Kathleen M. Price
-Mr & Mrs Anthony J. Prinzo
John A, Pron. DPM
Mr & Mrs Thomas J. Pullukat




Joseph J. Raab, DDS
Jane E. Rabbitt
Daniel J. Ragone, CPA
Randolph V. Ragsdale, Esq
Jack M. Rappaport




Robert C. Reagan, Jr
John F. Reardon. EdD
Thomas M. Redanauer
Charles J. Regan


















Theodore M. Rogers, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Manuel Romero, Jr.
Michael P. Rose
Ellen Resinski Rosen, Esq
John P. Rossi, PhD
Mr & Mrs Larry R. Roth
Richard A. Rothwell, Sr.
William A. Rothwell. Jr.
Maureen Rowan, Esq
Jeffrey R. Royds





John A. Ryan, Esq
Margaret A. Ryan
Richard R. Ryan. MD




Anthony L. Salvitti, Jr.
C. Craig Samtmann
Barbara A. Santc^ne
Joseph F.X. Savona, Esq
Leo C, Schaeffler
PhyllLs Garberman Schapire. MD
Rabbi Neal S. Scheindlin
Baice E. Schell
Robert W. Schell, Sr.
Scott M. Schieck
Albert H. Schoellhammer
Joseph J. Schoen, Jr.
Charles L. Schuster
Paul T. Schwab
Jerr)' B. Schwartz, MD
Mr & Mrs James T. Schwender
Matthew J. Schwenderman
Charles F. Scott. Jr.
Stephen Scott




Christopher J. Serpico, Esq
Maureen Dugan Serpico, Esq










Joseph F. Sheridan, DO
Chades R. Shields
Daniel T. Shiner, Jr.









Mr & Mrs John G. Smart
Frank X. Smith. Jr.
Gar\' C. Smith
W. Ellis Smith. DMD
William J. Smith












Lisa Adams Stackhou.se, DO
George F. Stadalnik
James W. Staerk, Esq
Richard A. Stanko, Esq
Norman J. Stayton
Robert J. Stein. DO
Daniel F. Steinmetz, Jr. , Esq
Kathleen Coady Steinmetz
Mr & Mrs Donald A. Stevens, Jr.
Susan A. Stevenson
George C. Stewart
Michael J. Stock, Jr.
Willa F. Stokes
Frederick J. Stokley. PhD
David E. Stout, PhD
Richard E. Stoutzenberger
Frederick A. Strasser, Jr.
Hugh A. Strehle
Edward M. Strogen, Jr.
Richard F. Strosser
Mr iS Mrs Reynold M. Stuart
Mt& Mrs WillardJ. Stull, lil
Karen Spielberger Sullivan. MD
Philip A. Sullivan
James P. Suszynski
















Ralph R. Thornton. PhD
L^onald W. Thurlow. Jr
Richard S. Tiedeken, PhD





Mr & Mrs Paul Toomey
David J. Torpey, Jr., MD
Frank J. Trent
Eugene F. Trimber
Drs Chuong & Phuong Trinh
Louis L. Trovalo, DDS
John D. Tumolo
John A. Turek
Peter J. Tyler, Sr.
Christopher C. Tyree
Erich L. Uhlenbrock
Mr & Mrs Thomas L. Ulrich
William G. Upham, Sr.
Mr & Mrs Robert K. Uyehara, Sr.
Michael G. Valosky




Dennis A. Veneziale, Esq
Eugene J. Veneziale









Arthur A. Warren, Esq
John E. Warren
Martin E. Washofskv
Richard C. Waston, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Richard G.
Weaver
George L. Weber, DO
Regina E Weber
Edward Weiss
Jack S. Weiss, MD
John J. Welsh
Mary Jeanne Welsh, PhD
Steven K. Weltman
Edward J. Werner







John D. Whiteman, PhD
Thomas W. Whittle, III
Wilben T. Wilkinson





Rev Dennis J. Witalec
Ms Janet Vargo Witt
John G. Wolf
Mr & Mrs William G. Wolfe




J. Mary West Young, CPA
John J. Zaccaria
Wendy A. Zakrzewski




W. Dennis Zerega, EdD
Thomas J. Ziemba. DO
COL Gabriel I Zinni
Michael and Regina Creedon (left) are serving as chaircouplefor
the university's Parents' Association in 1996-97. They succeeded
Bill and MarieJones (right), who had served in this capacity since
1994. Through the efforts of the Parents' Associatio)!. some 1,044
parent donors contributed a total of $100,293 to the Annual Fund
in 1995-96.
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Paul J. Adair 83
Charles E. Adier '56
Thomas M. Aposiolik
Anthony J. Baratta.Jr.. Ksq 'H6
John J. Barbazon '61
David E. Beavers. Esq '72
Paul F. Betz, PhD '61
Frank S. Blatcher '56
Mr & Mrs Andrew Bossert
Peter R. Bossow '61
Mr& Mrs Konstanty Biiufal
Gerald T. Boyer 'SI
Mr & Mrs Edmund j. Bransfield
Michael J. Brennan '80
Donald J. Brooks '61
Joseph Brown '91
Timothy Browne
Gregory' O. Bruce '81
Linda Bruce
John L. Burke '61
Frank P. Buzydlowski. Esq '76
Francis X. Campbell '51
James P. Campbell '56
John T. Capecci, CPA '80
John F. Carabello, DMD '62
David P. Carberry '74
Mr & Mrs Jude Carey
Mr & Mrs Carl Cavagnaro
Dan A. Chila, CPA '70
Andrea Cholewiak '81
Joseph H. Cloran '61
Joseph E. Coady '51
Joseph A. Coffey, Jr., Esq '6-4
Mr & Mrs Kevin Comerford
Terence J. Connors, CPA '76
Mr & Mrs Jeffrey Conway
Mr & Mrs Michael P. Creedon
Christopher J. Crowe '81
Mr & Mrs Fred Crump
Thomas Curley '70
Maria Tucker Cusick '83
Chester T. Cyzio, Esq '51
Richard J. Daisley '51
Mr & Mrs Joseph A. D'Amato
Charles E. Danihel '71
Francis D. DeGeorge '51
Eugene M. DeLaurentis '51
Mr & Mrs Guy Derico
Henry G. DeVincent, MD '56
Nicholas P. Dienna '56
Anthony A. DiPrimio, PhD '56
Enrico J. Dirienzo, MD '61
Lisa Donahue '91
Richard J. Donnelly '81
Peter J. Dorazio '81
Mr & Mrs John Dougherty
Thomas J. Durkin '56
Mr & Mrs Louis Dwyer, Jr.
Leon Ellerson '56
William F. English '51
Matthew A. Fanning 5
1
Samuel V. Filippine '67
John and Colleen Fitzpatrick 91
Desayver A. Fleming '76
Sergio S. Flores, CPA '88
Dr Joseph F. Flubacher '35
Bernard J. Freitag '56
Thomas A. Gall, Jr '66
Mr & Mrs James Gallagher
John P. Gallagher '62
P.iulJ, Gallagher '65
Terence Gallagher '91
Francis P. Gannon '51
^Xilliam Gershanik, DDS '56
Michael Glaze '91
Barbara Kelly Greco '81
Richard J. Greczyn '61
Charles W. Greenberg '56
Ben J. Giyctko '66
Joseph Hainthaler '91
Lisa and Michael Hallowell '86
Mr cS: Mrs David Handel
Jake Han-is '91
Terence K. Heaney, Esq '63
Richard J. Heniy '83
Jo.seph L. Hepp '61
James J. Higgins '66
Mary P. Higgins, Esq '79
Col Gerald T. Hipp, USA '61
Frederick J. Hirsekom, PhD '69
Karen Motsko Hoff '86
Mr 6i Mrs biurence Holbert
Philip E. Hughes, Jr., E.sq '71
Joseph E. Huhn '71
Walter J. Hynek '51
Lisa Johnson '91
Mr & Mrs George Johnston
.Mr iS Mrs William Jones
Julius Kamper '91
Joseph A. Kane, PhD '56
Robert J. Kane '66
Lawrence J. Kelly '71
Kenneth J. Kempf '71
J. Christman Kennedy '66
Mr & Mrs Robert Kerns
Mr «S[ Mrs William Richarti King
Mary G. Kolb
Anne Marie Krause '91
Raymond F. Kurian '64
Jo.seph J. Lang '61
Mr & Mrs Philip Lanz
Wilbert N. La\'erghetta '51
Thomas A. Leonard, CP.'\ '70
Edward J. LoCasale '69
Walter P. Lomax, Jr., MD '53
Philip J. Lucia '51
James J. Lynch '71
Kathleen Gordon Lynch '77
Thomas J. Lynch '62
Robert S. Lyons, Jr. '61
Joseph T. Mack '46
Charles F. Mahoney '51
Thomas J. Mahoney. CPA '70
Martin G. Malloy, Esq '71
Dr & Mrs William J. Markmann
Lynn Provost Marta '86
Mr & Mrs Robert Martin
Jo.seph F. McAveety '5
1
Joseph P. McFadden '6
1
Linnea McFadden
James T. McGlynn '51
John P. McGonigle '86
Stephen L. McGonigle '72
Hairy McGovem '91
Thomas F. McGowan '56
James McGowen '51
William J. McHale '51
Mr & Mrs Michael McHugli
Michael E. McLoone '67
James F. McManus '69
Joseph 1). .McNaniar.i "id
Francis J. McQuilkin -il
James D. McShea '61
Eugene J. Mc'V'ey '61
James P. Meehan '61
Christine Klaster Meko, Es<| '90
Theodore C. Mendala '51
James R. Mercer '71
John B. Millard
Mr& Mrs John Mulhollanil
Leo J. Mullen, Jr. '66
James P. Murphy, Esq '76
Thomas J. Murphy '56
James W. Murray '61
Mr & Mrs Frank .Nardone
.Michael S. Niemann '86
.Mr & Mrs Charles O'Brien
William A. O'Callaghan '51
Timotliy M. O'Connor '81
Patrick J. O'leary, CPA '71
Br Benedict Oliver, FSC '60
Eileen O'Neill '81
Thomas N. Pappas '70
Mr cS Mrs William Patterson
Harr^'J. Pearce '66
Leon J. Perelman '33
Mr & Mrs Ronald Raab
Randolph D. Ragsdale '76
Stephen J. Kausclier "3
Joseph W. Rebl '91
Charles J. Reilly
'62
Edward D. Reilly '51
Robert M. Rogers, MD '56
John D. Rossi '81
Jane Ruane '81
John J. Sabia '51
William R. .Sautter, CPA '71
Pauline C Scalvino, Esq '87
Francis D. Scanlon '76
Thomas M. .Scanlon '61
Eric O. Scheffler '71
John F. Schenkel '51
Albert H. .Schoellhammer '51
Paul M. Schtigsta '66
Edward V. Schulgen, Esq ^1
Joseph M. Schwab '91
William C. Seibedich, Jr. '51
Max G. Sewald '66
John T. Shannon, Jr. '84
Thomas J. Shaw, III '71
Mr cS Mrs Robert Siitonen
Robert T. Slinkard '91
William Dale Sokel '66
Barbara A. Spaulding '76
Mr & Mrs James Spicer
James P. Steinitz '68
James J. Straine '63
James T. Sullivan, Jr. '51
John J. Sweeder, EdD '71
Michael A. Sweeder '86
Harry P. Sykes '51
Mr & Mrs Jan Szo.stak
Karia M. Sztukowski '83
James F. Taddei '51
Herbert E. Taylor, PhD '74
Joseph E. Toner, III '74
Eric R. Toppy '91
T. Michael Townshend '71
Edward A. Turzanski '81
Francis J. Vemoia, E.sq '76
Mr S: Mrs Peter Vizza
Edward 'VX'addington '81
Mr eS: Mrs Charles Wahl
Edward?. Walsh '51
Gregory J. 'Webster '81
Kevin N. Weinstein, Esq '76
Hon Diane McMonagle Welsh '76
Harry J. White, PhD '54
Mr & Mrs Jo.seph Willis
Mr 6t Mrs William Woolslayer
Thomas A. Zelante. Esq '76
GIFTS OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY AND IN-KIND SERVICES
James F, Anthony, III 74
Gaiy Barbera Dodge
Bloomberg Financial Markets, Commodities, Ne'ws
George F. Butler 75 / B & F Lithographic Company,
hicorporated
John F. Carabello, DMD '62
Coca-Cola Company
Copy Products
Mr & Mrs Francis J. Dunleavy
Ulrich Hiesinger
Holiday Inn City Line
I B M
Joseph W Klock,Jr., Esq 70




G. Dennis O'Brien, PhD
Richard J. Prendergast '60 / ICS Incorporated
Paul J. Rahter, MD
Richard S. Ruecla, Esq '62
Alan H. Silverstein '70












Joseph N'. Aceto, MD
DoughLsAchuff
































































Mr & Mis Anthony P Angelone
Mary Mayerhofer Angelucci














Mr & Mis .Anthony .^ntonelli, Jr
Robert L, .\ntonelli
David F. Antoni
Mr & Mis Richard M- Apanewicz
Stuart D. Appel
Joseph E, Appicello





William J. Archer, Jr.
Charles B. Ard
Maria M. Ardizzi
Mr & Mrs Charles M. Argondezzi
Michael F. Arizin
Mrs Lorraine M Armento
Joseph F Armstrong

















Mr & .Mrs Doniinick Aufiero
Ms Jacqueline .\uguste
Timothy A. Austin
Alexaniier L. Avallon, Sr,
Vincent R. Avallone.Jr., DO
Patricia C. Averill
Caroline E Aversano
Richard A Avicolli, Sr.
Mary Fanelli Ayala, PhD
Deborah Eiser Azarewicz
Jerome J. Azarewicz
Mr & Mrs Joseph M. Azzolini
Sarali A Babaian
BrunoJ Bacallao


















.Mrs Josephine M, Baiocchi
Earl F. Baker, III
Mr& Mrs Earl F.Baker, Jr.
Elisa L. Baker
Man Beth Baker















Mr & Mrs Pasquale Balsamo














Christopher J Barbier, CPA
Francis C. Barbieri.Jr., Esq




















Mr & Mrs Donald Bartle
James T Basara, DMD
Ronald A. Baselice














Mr & Mrs Carl E. Baumann, Sr,
John P. Baumann
Joseph E, Baumgartner,Jr , Esq
.\nne P. Baumher
Robert D Baxter, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Victor F.Bayers
Mr & Mrs Robert C.Beadle
Kathleen Martin Beans
Walter F, Beard. Jr
Barbara Swinand Beardslev





















































Kenneth B, Bennington, HI
Mr& Mrs John P. Bennis
Fred J Bcnonis
Mary Them Benson
Mr & Mrs Ronald M, Benson
Brian R. Bentz
Catherine G. Bentz


















Rev Norman .X. Bernstein, PhD
Lawrence C. Berran
Mr & Mrs Lawrence W Berran
David A. Berry
Francis G, Berr\
Nancy S. Bern man
Mr & Mrs Doniinick A. Bertoline
Joseph F Bertolini
Raymond H. Bertsch.Jr,
Mr& Mrs John Bertucelli
John A. Bertucelli
Denise \'adenais Benvind
George M Beschen, Sr





Mr& Mrs John J. Bevan.Jr.





Mr'& Mrs Daniel A Bickle\
Mr & Mrs Joseph EBiebel
Bernard J, Bieg
PaulC. Bieg.Jr.
Mr & Mrs Maurice BBielicki
Thomas W. Biester
Jonathan T Biggins





.Mr & Mrs Donald L Billings






















































Mr & Mrs Bernard J. Boland
Brian M. Boland
lohn A. Bolash








Mr & .Mrs Thomas R Bond







Alexander D. Bono, Esq
Michael C. Bono
Mrs Carmen L Bonora
George \. Booker
Sam R, Boone




Ms Lucille T Born
Mr& Mrs Juan Borrero
Joseph .M Bozilleri
\Villiam M. Bosch
Mr & .Mrs Andrew R, Bosserl
Marcella Kuttler Bossow
Peter R. Bossow, Jr,




























.Mr & Mrs Hugh J. Boyle
Mr&MrsJohnG. Bovle



















Drs George ii Manlyn Bradford
Eileen McGlone Bradley











Mark A Brady, DVM
Maureen K Bradv
Paul R Bradv





































Mrs Regina D Brennan
Timothy C, Brennan, Jr,EdD
Joann Brenner
Roseann Lvnn Brenner, Esq












Robert T Brill, PhD
Mr & M^ Frederick J. Brino
Monique Marie Brino
Joseph P, Brisley
Mrs Mary Anne E, Brister
Stephen). Britt
Mr & Mrs John Broadnix
Mr & Mrs Steven P Brochinsky
.\nne D Brodbeck
George |, Bronkovic, |r,
MarkJ, Brood
Beverh' D, Brooks
Mr & Mrs Edward T Brooks
Joan M. Brooks
Victor D. Brooks, Jr, PhD
Grelchen Heebner Brosius
Wade A, Brosius. DO
Carl Brown
Christopher M. Brown















Mr & Mrs Barry K.Bruce
Judith Blanco Bruening




Mr & Mrs Generoso G Bruno
Jonathan P. Brunt




Mr & Mis Howard Brvant
Teresa L. Bryant
Ms Margaret F, Brzozowski



















John M. Buonomo, DO
,Manann Dean Buonomo






Charles E, Burke, PhD
Darlene Blaker Burke
Diane M, Burke









Mr & Mrs Richard E, Burke, Jr,
Thomas F, Burke
















Mr &M5 Edward W.Buschke
Mr S Mr David L. Buschmeicr
John F. Butler
John F, Butler
,Mr Sl ,\lrs loseph B. Butler
Man E, Butler
Robert L. Butler
Thomas M. Butler. PhD













Mr & ,Mis .Anthony J. Cafagna
.\nthonv |, Caffarella









Charles D. Calhoon. DDS















Frank J. Campbell. Jr.






Thomas J. Campbell, 111
Francis \- Campi
FrankJ, Cajnpisi
Mr & Mrs Fernando Campos
Joseph F. Canataro. EdD
Domenick D. Caniglia
John J. Canney
Francis W. Canning, CPA
Mr & .Mi^ James P. Canning
John J. Canning







Dr & Mrs Cesar M. Caoili
GeorgeJ. Capaldi, DDS
.Mr & Mis Abramo W. Capece
Joseph J. Capista, DDS
Joseph F Capodanno.Jr., Esq
Nicholas J. Cappello, Jr.
John J Capriotti
Donald E. Caputi
Mr & Mrs Alfonso .A Caputo
John D, Caputo, PhD
.Michael k Caputo









Christopher J. Carey. Jr.
















.Mr & Mrs Joseph M. Carney
Rosemarie Carosella








Steven M. Carr, Esq





.Mr & Mrs Michael Carroll
William C, Carter
Mr S Mrs William E Carter
Mis Marion T. Carlotio
.Marco D. Canilli
Mr& MriRocco Canilli








































































Rev Perry A. Cherubini
Nicola Vecchione Chesna
Edward F. Chesnes
Mr & Mrs Denis J, Chiappa
Carmen J. Chiaradonna
Elizabeth .M. Chiavaroli
Mr & Mrs Dino F. Chiavegato
Anthony T. Chiaverelli
Donald R, Chierici,Jr.,Esq


















Mr& .Mrs James D, Ciccone
Joseph A Ciconte.DMI)
















Mr & Mrs Joseph E, Citino






Mr& Mrs John J. Clark
Lynn Gidel Clark
Mr Robert J. Clark
Mr Thomas F.Clark
Annemarie F. Clarke






William N Clearfield, DO
Michael 1) Clearkin
Mr & Mrs Frank M. Clean-
Gerard M. Cleary


























Kenneth F. Cohen. Esq
Robert Cohen, CPA







.Mr & Mrs \ incent Colasante






.Mrs .Margaret M. Coleman
Victoria E. Coleman
Daniel W. Coley
Mr & Mrs Edward W. Golfer
John B, Coll






John F Collins, Jr.
Michele .M, Collins




Rev Thom;is E. Comber, CSP
JaniesJ. Conahan
Ms Nancy .M. Conalian
Raymond T, Conarty




Mr & Mrs Dennis G. Congdon
Timothv S. Conklin








Mr & Mrs Peter F, Connelly
Robert J, Connelly














John J. Connors, Esq
.Margaret R. Connors, Esq
Thomas iM. Connors, Jr.
Jane Kauffman Conolly
































Mr & Mis Francis T. Corcoran




















Mr & .Mrs Frank L, Coschi
Donald M.Cosenza, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Donald M.Cosenza












Mr S Mrs Edward MCouller
Charlotte A. Council







Robert J. Courtney, Jr.
James \'. Covello





















Edwin S, Crane. Jr.
James S. Crawford
Jerry W. Crawford
Br John M. Crawford, FSC
Margaret Lyman Crawford





















Frank L, Cuce, DO
David R. Cucinotta
David P. Cullen










Mrs Diane E. Curran
Eileen .M. Curran
Gregory J. Curran
Mary A, Curran, DH.M








Edward A Czemiakowski, DDS
Casimir M. Czerpak
.Mary Boules Czyzyk

















.Mr& Mrs John J. Dabose
Tonya R. Daher
Colin Daigle
Ms M. Carol Daigle




Mr& Mrs Charles T Daly, Jr


















Mr cS Mrsjames L. Danvers
Malcolm H, Darden
Richard E. Dardis, PhD
John G. Darrah
COL James J. David
Kahtieen DeFeo Davidowski
Mr & .Mrsjames E. Davidson
Carole A. Davies
John M Davies












Mr & .Mis Peter FDawley


















.Michael G, DeFino. Esq





Mr& Mrs Ralph DeLaVergne. Ill
Steven R DeLabio
Eugene .M, DeLaurentis

























































.Mr & Mrs John iM. Dempsey
Thomas J. Dempsey
.Marie C Dench



















Mr& Mrs Dennis Dever


























.\fr & .Mrs Dominique DiFilippo
Elizabeth Good DiFrangia






James A. Dilenno, DC
LucianaA Dilorio
Mr & .Mrs Richard T, Dijulia
DavidJ- DiLucia
Camille DiLullo
Claude J, DiMarco, DO
Domenico A. DiMarco, PhD
Anthony R. DiMartino
John A. DiMascio





Andrew E. DiPiero, Jr.. Esq
Mr & Mrs Anthony DiPietro
Silvio M. DiPietro
Anthony A. DiPrimio, PhD
Mr S Mrs Enrico DiSalvo





Rev David E Diamond




















Andrea Fina Dignam. PhD
Dr John T. Dignam
Leo W. Dignam




















Man' Ellen G. Dobbins



















Stephen P. Dolan, Jr.
Theresa Moser Dolan


















Mr & .Mrs J.Joseph Donahue













James R. Donnelly, Jr.
Mr&MrsJohnJ. Donnelly
John M. Donnelly







.Mr & .Mrs Edward C . Uonovan, Sr
Francis R. Donovan
Robert A. Donovan, III
John A. Doody, PhD








































James J. Doyle, Jr.
John J, Doyle
John T, Doyle, CPA
Joseph P. Doyle





































Mr & .Mrs George J. Duffner
Theresa C. Duffner
AllanJ.Dufh'



















James A Dunn. Jr















Mr & Mrs Ronald FDuska.Sr
.Arthur J Dustman. Jr.
Teresa A. Duzinski
Frances Dwyer












Mr & Mrs Louis Eacovalle, Jr.
John H. Eadeh
Mr& Mrs John N.Eadeh
Mr & Mrs Andrew Eagland
John R Earle
Robin M. Eason
Henn' B. Eastland, Esq
Donald F Eberhardl
Mr&.\lrsHaroldJ Eberly.Jr

















Thomas V Edwards, Jr.


























.Mr & Mrs Anthony J. Englese
Carol L. Enick
Dr& Mrs Julian B.Entrada, Jr.
N'ana' L. Entriken



















Barbara S. Etsell, CPA
Mr & Mrs Michael W. Ettore
Mr & M5 Joseph D. Evangelist
Mr & Mrs Marc Evankow
Carmella Brown Evans
Catherine M. Evans
Mr & .Mrs Francis Evans
Gregory A, Evans
John W Evans
Mr & Mrs Michael D, Eves
Linda A Ewald
James I' Ewell
Mr & .Mrs Francis F. Faber
Francis T. Faber. Esq







Mr & Mrs Albert J. Falcione
Michael Falcione














Peter J. Farano. MD
Herman Farber
loseph R Fares
COL John C. Farley, USA, Ret













Mr S.Mrs William A Faulls
Christine K. Faust
Mr &.Mr Gerald WFecher.Sr
Deborah A. Feder
Sr Rosalia Maria Federici
Albert P. Federico.Jr.
Elisa F. Federman











Howard D Feinstein, CPA
Jennett Feldmayer
Mis Calhenne M. Fellenberger
.Mark Fenichel
Edward F. Penning, Jr
John R. Fenton
Bettj'C. Fenwick
.Mr & .Mrs John J. Fernandes
Teri McCormick Ferrante
JosephJ. Ferrara
Lisa Lombard! Ferrari, DMD
John R- Ferraro
Francis P. Ferris. Jr.
Mr & .Mrs Pasquale P. Ferro
.Mrs Mi's Owen Fern'


























Dr S Mrs Howard E. First
Jennifer A- Firth
Mr & Mrs Haney A. Fischer, Jr.
Raymond M. Fischer
Robert Fischer





























Mrs loan A. Flaherty















































Mr cS: Mrs Arthur G.Forcier
Gilbert A, Ford. Jr.
Mrs Mrs Joseph J. Ford
Stephen H, Ford





Mr & Mrs Joseph Forle
Catherine .Moser Foster
Herman M. Foster
Mrs Diana M. Fostik
Kenneth M. Foh
Mr & Mrs Dionisios Folopnulos
Mr & Mrs Ronald Fountain
Mr & Mis Wendell E Howler. Sr
Donald W. Fox











Mr & Mrs Efstalhios Fragogianis
Kathleen R. Frame




Michael A. Franchetti. MD
ThomasJ. Franchetti. DDS
Mr & Mrs Louis J. Franco




















Mr & Mrs Michael J. Freund





Charies G. Fries. Ill
Hugh J. Fries
Mr& Mrs John J. Fries
.Michele A. Frisko














Mr & Mrs David Fuller, Sr.
Ellen Donahoe Fuller
Jennifer A. Fuller
Susan Straub Fuller, Esq
Kenneth G. Fulmer.Jr.
.Mr & Mrs Wisdom G. Fumev
Kevin F Funchion
John E. Funkhouser





Mrs Angelika Kohler Furiong











.Mr & .Mrs .Nicola Gagliardi
Olafs Gaibiselis
Susan Cola Galley, PhD
Joan H. Gainer








Daniel A Gallagher, Jr
Daniel A. Gallagher
DanielJ. Gallagher. PhD
Mrs Mrs Denis H.
Gallagher
EdwardJ. Gallagher. PhD
Eugene V. Gallagher, PhD










Mr SMrsJohn P. Gallagher,
III
Joseph G. Gallagher. Jr., Esq
JosephJ. Gallagher
Joseph P. Gallagher
MrS Mrs Joseph P Gallagher








Rosemary A. Gallagher. CPA
Terence Gallagher










John R. Galloway. Esq
Louis M. Galrao
William F. Galvin













Joseph L. Gardner, Jr.
Leonard W Gardo
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Mr&MRlknnolM, Garrell
Donna M. Garrit)
Joseph W . Garrity
Robert J. Garrin\ PhD
Viilhiini F- Garrity











































Louis F. Centner, III




























Joseph M. Gibson, MD
Joseph!. Gibson, Jr.
Mr & Mrs L. .Inthony Gibson
Joseph A. Gidjunis, Sr.





















Mr & .Mrs Francis J. Gilronan
Jeanne M. Gilson
Timoth\ L. Gimbel









James N. Giordano, PhD














Mr & Mrs George L. Glaze
Patrick .M. Gleason
Mr & Mrs Peter R.GIeason
Elaine L. Glebocki
Francis E. Gleeson, jr.. Esq
Diane M. Glendon
Mr & .Mrs Dennis G. Glew
.Abraham H. Click, DDS
PatrickJ Glickman
.Mr & Mrs Gerald V. Glover
Anthony T. Gluch
Leonard F. Gmeiner












Mr & Mrs Hugh Golden





















































Mr S Mn> Carmine Greco
James A. Greco
Joseph A. Greco





Owen L. Green, III
Thomas D. Green
Valerie Green
.Mr & Mrs Har\ey S Greenberg
Jane Gregorio Greenberg
Joseph G. Greenberg



























Mr & Mrs Michael A Grippi
Idawease F. Griswold
Anne Preisler Groch
Mr & .Mrs John U' Grochonalski














Mr Si Mis Joseph C. Grz\'bo»ski
Ms Maria L. Guardiola-Ellis
Vincent A. Guarini










Mr & Mrs Richard P. Cuinnessey
Rev John A. Guischard, PhD





































Charles F, Haldeman, PhD




John C- Hall, Jr.
Rosalie Carev Hall
Mr&MrsTimolhvAHall















Ms Sheila R. Hamilton
Mr 4.Mis Wesley G. Hamilton
William
J. Hamilton
William J. Hammer, MD
Joseph M. Hammond
James W, Hampson




















Mr & Mrs Richard H. Hanson
Mis Frances B. Haraszkiefticz
Edwin E. Harbaugh








































Arthur J. Hass, CPA
Mr & Mrs Vincent P. Hissett
Donna Portone Hasson




loseph A. Hatch, CPA
Michael S. Hatfield

















Mr & Mrs Brace V. Haynes
Diane M. Heal



























Thomas G. Helinek. MD, PhD
William F. Helkowski




Mr & Mrs F. Lawrence Helmick
John R. Helwig
James E. Hembree




E. James Henderson, Jr.
ThoniiLs K. Hendrick
Mr & Mrs John W. Hendricks
Mr & Mrs Maury Hendron
Mary Ames Hendry
Mr & Mrs Michael
J.
Heneghan
Mr & .Mrs Joseph Hengstler






Christian E. Henningsen, Sr.
David A- Henrich
ThomasJ. Henrv















































Mr &.Mrs Frank Himmer
Thomas .M. Hinchey, Esq
Joan M. Hinderliter
Rev Leonard Hindsley, OP, PhD
David V. Hines






Mr & Mrs Robert R.Hintze
lohn F. Hipp
Hal M. Hirsch, DMD




Joseph L. Hitchings, Sr.



































COL Martin R. Hohlfeld
Alan F, Holden
Barbara E. Holden






Mr & ,\lrs Julian Holowchak
Catherine Friskn llolsing
Patricia M. Holton
lav II. Holtzman, MD



































Mr & .Mrs F. James Hubert
Mr&.MrsPaulB. Huck
Paul A Hudak








Eugene P. Hughes, Jr,, MD
John E. Hughes, EdD
Paul F. Hughes




Ronald G. Hull, Esq
.Michael R Humanick
Carol A Humenick













LTC& Mrs Robert D, Hurley
Robert P. Hurley
Alfred J. Hurlock, IV
Jane Hurwitz
Mr& Mrs Joseph Huskiewicz
Mr& Mrs Richard M.Huss
Christopher J. Hutchins
Thomas |. Hutchinson, |r.
Mr & Mrs lames T. Hvla'nd







Mr & Mrs Charles Clannetta,
Jr.
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F1 Crewneck by Gear for Sports
Navy Big Cotton Heavyweight; 80% Cotton,
20% Polyester; University Shield Imprint
S M L XL $28.95 XXL $30.95
F2 Crewneck by Gear for Sports
Grey Big Cotton Heavyweight; 80% Cotton;
20% Polyester; Classic Imprinted Lettering
S M L XL $27.95 XXL $29.95
F3 Crewneck by Gear for Sports
Navy Big Cotton Heavyweight; 80% Cotton, 20%
Polyester; Gold Tackle Twill Letters with White
Outline; Also Available in Grey with Navy Tackle
Twill, Gold Outlined Letters
S M L XL $46.95 XXL $48.95
F4 Crewneck by Champion
Grey Heavyweight Reverse Weave; 90% Cotton;
Also Available in Navy with Gold Lettering






F5 T-Shirt by Gear for Sports
Navy Big Cotton (100%); Shadow Imprint with University
Shield
8 M L XL $13.95 XXL $14.95
F6 T-Shirt by Gear for Sports
Grey Big Cotton; 90% Cotton, 10% Rayon; Embroidered
Lettering and Large Split "L' on Left Chest
M L XL $17.95 XXL $18.95
F7 Crewneck by USA Player Sportswear
Navy Soft Textured Heavyweight; 50% Cotton, 50%
Polyester; Embroidered Lettering and Design on Left
Chest
M L XL $29.95
F8 Golf Shirt by Gear for Sports
White 100% Cotton Pique Knit; New Embroidered design
with Large "L" on Left Chest; Also Available In Navy with
Gold Lettering
S M L XL $31.95 XXL $34.95
F9 T-Shirt by Gear for Sports
Navy Big Cotton (100%); "La Salle Alumni" Imprinted on
Left Chest




F10 Sports Towel by Rah Rah Inc.
1 00% cotton; Large 30" by 60" $1 5.95
F1 1 T-Shirt by Gear for Sports
Navy big Cotton (100%); Popular Design with "La Salle"
on Chest and Explorer Logo on Left Sleeve; Also Avail-
able in Grey with Navy Lettering and Sleeve Logo
S M L XL $13.95 XXL $14.95
F12 T-Shirt by Gear for Sports
Navy Big cotton (100%); Chest Imprinted with "La Salle
Basketball" and Large "L" with Basketball Pattern
M L XL $12.95 XXL $13.95
F13 Basketball Jersey by Gear for Sports
Navy Pro Gear; 100% Nylon Mesh; "La Salle" on Chest
S M L XL $21.95 XXL $23.95
F14 Basketball Shorts by Gear for Sports
Navy 100% Nylon Mesh; "La Salle Athletic Depf on Left
Leg





U N I V E R S I T '
^F18 F19
F15 Wool Cap by Headmaster
Charcoal Cap with Navy Brim; "La Salle" Embroidered
in Navy; Adjustable to Fit $15.95
F16 Poplin Cap by Headmaster
Navy Cap with Gold Brim; "La Salle" Embroidered
in Gold; Adjustable to Fit $12.95
F17 Golf Towel by Imprinted Products
White 1 00% Cotton with Grommet $ 4.95
F18 Golf Balls by Precept
New Aero Dynamics with "L" Imprint; Sleeve of 3 Balls $ 5.95
F19 Tee Taggers
8 Tees, 2 Markers; Holder Has University Seal








F27 F26 F25 F24
F20 White Coffee IVIug with Alumni Impjrint $ 5.95
F21 Oversize Navy Mug with "La Salle University"
on One Side; University Seal on Opposite $ 6.95
F22 Navy Stein with University Seal $14.95
F23 Insulated Grey Plastic lUlug with
Bold Imprint $ 3.95
F24 Basketball License Plate $2.95
F25 Wine Glass with University Shield $4.95
F26 Glass Mug with University Seal $6.95
F27 Gold Alumni License Plate with




F28 T-Shirt by Chestnut Hill Marketing
Grey 100% Cotton; "La Salle University" and Bears
Imprinted on Chest
12,18,24 Months 2,3,4 $7.95
F29 Poplin Cap by League
Navy Cap with Gold Embroidered "La Salle";
Adjustable Fit $1 1 .95
F30 One-Piece by U-Trau
Assorted Plaid 100% Cotton; "La Salle Baby" and
Handprints on Chest; Bottom Snaps
12,18,24 Months $17.95
F31 Poplin Cap by League
Navy Cap with White Embroidered "La Salle University"
and Large "L" in Navy and Gold; Adjustable Fit $1 1.95
F32 Baby Bottle
Plastic Bottle with Bear Wearing "L' Logo and
"La Salle University" in Scribble Print $ 3.95
F33 Baby Bib




F34 100% Silk Tie
with University Shield
F35 100% Silk Tie
Blue with Gold Stripe;
"La Salle" Printed on Liner
F36 100% Silk Scarf








Solid, Top Quality American Hardwood; University Seal
is Laser Etched on Chair Back. Engraved Personaliza-
tion Available (6-8 weeks for delivery) Chair $250.00
Personalization $15.00 Shipping $20.00
F38 Afglian
Ivory with Navy Design;100% Cotton $ 32.95
F39 Brass Recognition Lamp
University Seal; Black Parchment Shade; Solid Brass
Sand-cast Base, 26" high (6-8 weeks for delivery)
$285.00
LA SALLE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS STORE
Qty. Item No. Size Color Description Price TOTAL PRICE
Subtotal
PA residents must add 7% on non-clothing items only
Shipping and Handling please add $5.00
TOTAL
Mail this order form to: La Salle University Campus Store
igOOW.OIney Avenue
Pi :ia.. PA 19141
Please allow one week for delivery TWO WEEKS TO THE WEST COAST Orders
received by December 12, 1996, will be delivered in time for the December holidays.
If an item is temporarily out of stock, you will be notified.
Express shipment available on request




(Cannot be delivered to POBox)
State Zip
Graduation year Phone (day) (night)
Please make checks
VISA
payable to La Salle Un iversity
MASTERCARD
Card No. Exp. Date
Your signature
(Required for charge purchases)
Our Guarantee
All of our products are guarantee(J to
give 100°o satisfaction. We will
replace it. refund your purchase price
or credit your credit card. We do not
want you to have anything from the
LSU Campus Store that is not com-
pletely satisfactory
If you are interested in any La Salle
University merchandise not shown in
this catalog, please visit the Campus
Store located in Wister Hal! or give us








Mon-Thurs 9 AM - 7 PM









Mr & Mrs Joseph F Inverse
Mario j ioannucci
Mr& ilrsTuliio ioannucci




Mr S Mrs Richard Irving
Mr& Mrs Leonard Uri
Ralph J. Irti
Belsy A. Izes. MD
Joseph K, Izes, MD
loseph L- Izzo, MD
RitaA Jablonski, RN
Charles R. Jackson. Jr
Norman D. Jackson
Richard J, Jackson, Jr.
Robert B. Jackson, Jr.
Terrence j, Jacob
RobertJ. Jacober
Michael J. Jacobs, CPA
Thomas C.Jacobs
Maryann Jacobucci
























.\lr& Mrs Julian Jastrzebski
John I.Jaszczak


































\Va\ ne S. Johnstone























































Nicholas M. Kampf, III
Mr&MrsLeonM. Kanach
Johnj. Kane
,\lr& Mrs Joseph E. Kane, Sr,
MarguerUe M Kane
Maureen .M Kane

















James H. Kates, Jr,
Kellv Kates
William T. Katheder








Mr & Mrs John V. Kaznicki
George |. Keane
Mr&MrsJohnD. Keane




Mr.S: Mrs Francis W'. Kee








Mr & Mn> Robert L, Keim









































Sr Margaret V. Kelly, RSM
Maribeth Malioy Kelly
Sr Mary K. Kellv
Maura |, Kellv
Mr Michael J.' Kelly
Nancv A. Kellv
Sr Patricia Kellv, GNSH













James J. Kennedy. Sr
loseph L. Kennedv
CPT Joseph Kennedy. I'SN. Ret
Patrick F. Kennedy
.Mr & Mrs Robert A. Kennedy, Sr
Robert E. Kennedy
Stephen P Kennedy
Rev Thomas R. Kennedy
George T. Kenney, Jr,
John F. Kenney
John F Kennev. Ill
Joseph P Kenney



























Justin A Ken^haw, III
Kelh A. Kershner
|ohn F. Kerstan
Mark C. Kerstetter, PhD
Mr& MrsArlin E Kessler
William C. Kettelberger










Mr& Mrs Thomas J. Kilker
Michael C. Kimble









Mr Sl Mrs William R, King
.Mr & Mrs Thomas E, Kinka
Bernard Kinker











































John F. Knight, Sr,
Richard J Knight
John H Knox



















.\lr& Mrs John A, Kolson
Natalie A, Kolson




























Mr& Mrs Tom Kozanas















Mr ft Mrs C, Lawrence Kraus
Ingo S. Kraus
Theresa Gauder Kraus
Mr& Mrs Paul E. Krause


















Joseph F. Krivda, MD
StanleyJ. KroLJr,
Helen D Kromdyk












Mr& Mrs Kevin Kuebler
William T. Kugler
.Mr it ^h's Thoniits G. Kuhn
William P Kuhn
PhilipJ. Kulp
Joseph J. Kulpa, Jr.

























































Harold Van Ness Lance





Rev Mary E. Laney
W'illiamJ. Lang
Mr it Mrs Arthur
J. Langan
DonaldJ Lange
.Mr it Mrs Henrv P Lannen
Mrit Mn, PhilipJ, Lanz
George A. Lapps






























Andrew F. Lawless, III
Ralph B. Lawrence, III
,Mr it Mrs Terry A, Lawson
Cathy G. Lazaroff
Ronald N. Lazzaro, CPA
John G. LeConey
Barbara L. LeVan
Mr & Mrs Douglas A. LeVien, Jr.
William A Leanza
Roberts. l,ebair,Jr.






Dr & Mr William W, Lee





















.Mrit Mrs John A. Lenox
Harry G. Lento
Hubert P Leonard
lohn P Leonard, |r.
































William L. Lewis. Jr.
William M. Lewis
.Mr it Mrs Robert K. Ley
Jerome S. Lezynski, II



















Mr & Mrs Charles R. Lindsay
ThomasJ. Linhares
Catherine Rowland Link









Robert W . Liptak. II
Mr it Mrs Robert W''. Liptak









W alter N. Loburak
Nicholas W. Locantore. Sr.








Mr & Mrs Edward L.Lohr




Louis A. Lombardo. Ill
Sally Ann M. Lombardo
ThomasJ. Londergan
Coleen Kelly Long
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Mr & Mrs Ronald A. Long
Thomas F, Long
Denis S Longo, PhD




















Mr & Mrs Thomas M.l.ubiski
Edward C- Lucas
Mr & Mrs Joseph J. Lucxs
MrlosephW. Lucas, Jr







Rev & Mrs Daniel Luetke
Joseph J. Lukas
John S. Lukowski
Mr & Mrs James E, Lumsden
Mark A. Lunsford
BarryJ. Luroe






























Mr & Mrs Michael F. Lyons
Richard M. Lvons
Robert P. Lyons, MD
Roberts. Lyons, Jr.
ThomasJ. Lyons
Mis Judith E. Lysczek
Florence Lrter








Mr & Mrs .Michael J. MacNeal
Laura A. .MacPherson
Robert H.MacWilliams.MD



























Thomas C. .Maguire, Jr.
Michael P. Mahan
Stephen .Mahan

















Mr & Mis Joseph Maikut







Michael G, Malatesta. Sr,, CPA
Thomas R. Malatesta
Mr & Mis Daniel G.MaIek
Ms Joanne .Malinowski
Carl P. Malitskv
Donald L. .Malizia, DDS






















.Mr & .Mis .Anthony F. .Manero
Mr & Mrs James A. Manes
Frank .A. Manfredi
.Mr & Mis Antonio M .Mangabat
Antonio 0. Mangabat, Jr.
Kristin Simmons .Mangabat






Mark A. .Manning, Jr.
Wilraoth .Mannings
Maribeth Scholten Manoff
Dorothy R. B. Manou
Mr&.MrsVasileManta
Dino S. .Mantzas, Esq
Diane Koenig Manwaring




John A. Marchesani, MD
.Audrey M. Marchese
Maryann F Marchiano













N;uic\ Brown Marino, .MI)
Mr &Mrs Steven D.Marino
Stephen E.Markert, Jr.
\incent J. .Market
Mr & .Mrs Eugene G. Markiw
Edward ,M. Markowski, PhD
Thomas L. .Markowski




















Mr S: Mis Ronald W. Martin, Sr
William
J. Martin
W illiam \. Martin
Mr & Mis Wilmer M.Martin
Joseph F. Martinelli
Jose 0. Martinez
Rev Nicholas F. Martorano, OSA
Wanda .M. Martorano
Nicholas J, Marucci
Mr & Mis John P. Marx
JohnJ. Masano



































.Ms Doris M, Mattox
Paul G, Mattus
.Marv'ann A. .Matusko, CPA
Mr& Mis James V. Maugeri.Jr
Gregory S. .Maurer
Joseph M. Maurer
.Alfred J. Mauriello, II, MD
AngeloJ. Mauriello








Mr & Mrs Vemon .Mayberry
Charlene M. Mayer
Harry J. .Mayer, Jr.
Joan B. Maver






















Donna .M. .McAnespey, DPM
ThomasJ. McArdle
David M. .McArtin
John J. .McAteer, Esq
Rev Dennis T. McAuliffe


































Michael P. .McCann, Jr
Patricia M. McCann
















John H. .McClearv, PhD
William J. McCleary
























Patrick J. .McDaid. MD
Colleen P. .McDemiott
Edward H McDennotl
James F McDemiott, Jr,
John F. McDermott
Joseph A. McDermott. Sr.
Martin P. McDemiott
















.Mr it .Mis Francis H. .McDonough
.Ms Katharine .M. .McDonough
Robert
J. McElhennev.Jr.
Mr& Mrs Charles P. McElroy
John P. McElvenny.Jr.
Kathleen M. .McEnemey























Rev Msgr D. James McGettigan
Joseph A. .McGettigan

































Mr & Mrs Eugene McGonagle













































































Mr & Mrs James C. .McLaughlin


















Joseph J. McMahon, Jr.
Edward
J. McManus



























































.Mis Debra Adair .Medveckus
,Mr & Mrs .Arthur J. Mee
Mr& Mrs James J. .Meehan.Jr.
Rev Joseph J. Meehan
Mr & .Mrs Joseph P. Meehan
Laurie McConchie .Meehan
Geraldine A. .Meenan




.Mr & .Mrs Luis A. Mejias












































Mr & Mrs Russell Micciche

































Mr & Mrs Joseph Miller
Mr&MrsLarryP.Miller
Lawrence .Miller
Lynn E. Miller. PhD
Mary Brosmer Miller
Ms Patricia A Miller
PelerDaviil .Miller
Mr SMn. Peter F.Miller














































John F. Mohan, Sr.
Francis
J. Moletlieri.Jr.
Dr & Mrs William
J. .Molinari







Br Gerard Molyneaux. FSC. Phil
Joseph J Momorella





John F. .Monaghan, HI









Henry F. Monroe. H






Mr& Mrs .Man R Monzo
llehra A Moone\
Francis .\1, .Mooney







Dorothy M. Moore, MD
Edward T. Moore. Jr.














Judith U. .Morgan. Esq
Philips. Morgan, Jr.
Robert G. Morgan





Mr & Mrs Albert J. .Morris, Jr.
AnthonyJ. Morris
Daniel A Morris. Jr






















Mr & Mrs Hamilton Moses. Jr
Mr & Mrs David E Moskowiiz






Mr & Mrs Kenneth N. .Mover
Douglas D. Mruz
Susan E. Mudrick
Alice Premaza Mueller, DO
Diana Piccinini .Mueller
Mr & Mrs Herbert Mueller

















W illiam G. Mullen
























James P. Murphy, DMD
JohnJ. Murphy, Jr.
JohnJ Murphy, Jr.
Mr & .Mrs Joseph A. Murphy






























.Mr L^ Mrs Joseph A. .\arcavage
Robert A. .\ardello












Mr & .Mrs Anthony V. Neglia
Cvnthia Perkins Nehila










.Mr&.Mis Paul M. Nesspor




Martin F. Ney. EdD
|ohn M Never
MrSMniV'imK. Ng
.Mr& .Mrs An D- Nguyen
Kathleen E. Nice
Paul C, Nice



















Richard E. Niwinski, Jr.
Nathaniel Nixon, Jr,










































Daniel F. O'Brien. CPA





Rev Raymond C, O'Brien
RaymondJ O'Brien
Robertj, O'Brien








































Ms Laura H. O'Gara











Mary Ellen Banford O'Malley
ThomasJ. O'Malley, Esq
Sean T. O'Meara, Esq




















Mr& Mrs Michael O'Rourke





RobertT O'Sullivan, Jr.. DO
Francis C. O'Toole
JamesJ- O'Toole
JamesJ. O'Toole. Jr.. Esq
John M. Oakes
Mr& Mrs James A. Oakey
Karen J. Oakley
Maria Salome B. Ochabillo




























































Mr & Mrs Lawrence Packard
Mr & Mis Joseph W Paczkowski
ThomasJ Padden
MelindaS. Radio

























Mr S .Mrs \'iiicent Pannepacker. Sr
Janice M Pantano
.Mr & Mis Konstantinos Papantonis













George R Parsons, DO
























Mr & Mrs Barr>'R. Patterson
James R. Patterson
Lawrence D. Patterson
Mr & Mrs William R Patterson
Man Walker Patti
Mr & Mrs David MI'alton.Sr.
Christl Patzau








Mr S Mrs Andrew D. Payne
Melvin B. Payne
MrS Mrs James L Pean
Joseph C- Pearce
Samuel B. Pearlslein. DPM
Catherine M. Peherdy
A. Steven Pecora. DO
Charles R. Peguese
Mr& Mrs Ronald |. Pell







Joseph A. Pendergast, Jr.
Patrick M Pendergast
Leslie B. Pendley







James P. Penza. Jr.
ChariesH. Peoples, Jr.
Mr & .Mrs James F. Peoples
Sandra L. Peoples
Richard V. Pepino
Mr & Mis Albert C.Perdunn, Jr.




















Paul E. Petit, MD
Charles A. Petosa
Mr & Mrs Giuseppe Petracca
Gerald R, Petre
ThomasA. Petrecz.Jr.
Mr & Mrs PaulJ. Petroski
Ruth Ann H. Petrosky
.Anthony M. Petrucci







lohn M. Pfeffer, HI
Carl F. Pfeiffer










Mrs Kathleen A, Pflugfelder























Mr & Mrs Joseph Pietrafitta
























Walter J. Plagens. jr.
Mrs Louise I, Plakans































James M, Pond, MD
Mr&MrsAlbertE. Pooljr.
John E. Pooler, Jr.
Marie Seneff Poos
Barbara B. Pope













John F. Povilaitis, Esq
Charles F. Powell
Essie .Miller Powell
Mr & Mrs Sherman Powell
Stephen .M. Powell










Mr & Mrs John P. Prendergast
Mr& Mis John P. Prendergast
.Mr & .Mrs Thomas A. Prendergast
Albert C. Price, MD
.Mice ^L R. Price
Colleen R. Price

















Mr & Mrs Alfred O.Puntel
Bemice Lisicki Purcell
.Mark S. Purcell
Mr & Mrs Ralph M.Purdy
Cecilia B. Purschke
Robert J. Pushaw,Jr., Esq









Frederick M. Quattrone, Esq
Joanne M. Quattrone













































Mr & Mrs John P. Ranieri
Cheryl Oeilinger Raschilla
Mr & Mrs Stanley
J.
Raszewski





















Mr& Mrs John C.Reen





































Richard K, Rettig, DPM
Julia M. Rex













Mr & Mrs David A, Ricci




James T. Richard, Jr.































John D. Rilling, Sr.









Mr & Mrs Philip Rivoli






iVlAJ Mark P. Robbins, DO
Mr& Mrs Frank J. Rober
James Roberto






Charles A. Robino, Ir.




.Mr & .Mrs James R. Robinson














.Mrs Phyllis A. Rodgers
Thomas J. Rodgers
Amaris Rodriguez






Mr & Mrs Edward M.Rolke

































Mr & Mrs John W. Rosenbach




Michael J. Rosner, MD
Mr&MrsJohnH. Ross, Sr,
John J. Ross,Jr,
Hon MaurinoJ. Rossanese, Jr.
Rfrger C. Ros.sell
Dr)roth\ Suder Rossi






























Charles F. Rueger, Sr,
Robert T. Rueger












Mr & Mrs RobertJ. Runyon
Mr & Mrs Salvatore Ruocco












Mr Si Mrs James E. Rutkowski
James P Rutter
Beth A. Ruzicka
Mr & Mrs Frank J. Ryan
James P. Ryan
iMr&MrsJohn A, Ryan











Mr & Mrs Robert G.Rygalski






Alfred D. Sacchetli, MD
John J. Saccomandi.Jr
Stuart S. Sacks, Esq




Mr S .Mrs Quirino D. Saladino
Mrs Mary Ann Salak
Frank J. Salandria
FrankJ. Salfi













































Edward A. Saunders, Jr.
Patricia Santry Sauvageau
Paul T. Sauvageau
































Mr & Mrs Donald C.Schaller, Jr.




















































Mary L. Schneiders, DPM
Joseph E. Schnupp
Bernadette Glennon Schoch





















Mr &.Mrs William OSchuraan
Mr&MreJohnTSchunk
Dr & Mrs Charles Schupack
Mary Ellen Roken Schurtz
Jonathan D. Schuyler

















Joseph F. Scully, Jr.






CPT John L. Sechler, USN, Ret








Mr & Mrs Randall L. Selah
Raymond
J. Sell





Joseph N. Senek, Sr.
RobertJ. Senior
Dr & Mrs ,\ndrew M SenkowskT
John ,VI. Senske
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Mr & Mrs Raffaele Sesso
John L. Seubert
Mr & Mrs James W. Sexton
Richard J. Sexton
Maureen McDonnell Seybert
Mr & Mrs Thomas I- Sevboth
John P Sevkot
Mr & Mrs Louis A- Sgro. Jr
Mr & Mrs Thomas H. Shade
Joseph M. Shakely
Patrick B. Shanahan
Mr & Mrs William E. Shanahan
Wolodymyr Shandruk
Eugenia M Shane
Harry S, Shanis. PhD
Denise Galbraith Shannon
Mrs Helen T, Shannon
John T. Shannon, Jr
Karen L. Sharkey





Mr& Mrs John M. Sheahan












































John |. Siliquini, MD














Michael J. Simon, 111
PaulJ. Simon, DO
G. Steven Simons
Lisa A. Simonson. MD
Kelly A. Simpson
Michael W. Simpson







Mr Howard I. Sinnamon
Eileen Matthews Sitarsk]
Mr & Mrs Walter S.Sitko
Mr & Mrs Richard J. Siwinski
Thaddeus J. Skarbek, Jr.
Mr & Mrs .Mian G. Skewers
Francis R.Skillman,Jr,
Victor E, Skloff
Edward W. Skorpinski, MD
Patricia .Nines Skorpinski
Ms Helen Skwirot
Joseph F. Slane, Jr.


























Mr & Mrs Charles H.Smith























Mr &.Mrs Philip J. Smith
Robert T Smith, MD
Spurgeon S Smith
Stephen |. Smith
Steven M. Smith. DO
Theresa A. Smith
Theresa Council-Smith
Mr ^ Mrs \V Raymond Smith
Wavne L. Smith






Mr &Mi5 David M.Snitchler






























.Mr & M5 Theodore A. Sparling
PaulJ. Speaker, PhD
Joseph M, Speakman, PhD
Gerard E. Speck
Barbara King Spence
















LTC Thomas W. Sprague
































Mr & Mrs James P. Startare
A. Larry Staudmeister




Mr & Mrs Ritchie W.Steck.Jr
Gar>' F. Steele, CPA
Joan H. Steele
Joseph P Stees










Francis G. Steiner. HI












Ms Dolores .M. Stevenson
George R. Stevenson, Jr
JohnJ, Stevenson, Jr.
DavidA. Stewert, III
Edward W'. Stewart, Jr.
Mr S: Mrs Francis H.Stewart Jr.
Julia Stewart
Karen Schuck Stewart


















Mr & Mrs Joseph L. Stone, Jr
Robert J. Stone
Kathleen Stewart Stoneback
Henrv C Stoughton, CPA
Mr & Mrs C.Richard Stout
Patricia A. Stover




Stanley A. Strauss. OD
Robert J. Stravinski
Robert 0. Strayhom, Jr.
John F, Strazzullo, Esq
Charles F Streibig.Jr




















Mr & Mrs Daniel PSuchecki.Sr









Mr & Mis James D. Sullivan
James E. Sullivan, Jr.
John I Sullivan
Mr &'Mrs John J. Sullivan
Martin T. Sullivan
Mr & Mrs Thomas Sullivan
William H, L. Sullivan
William J. Sullivan, Jr.



























Kathryn A, Szabat. PhD
Kenneth N. Szczepanski
.Mr & Mis Joseph P. Szegda
Mrs Mis Thaddeus W.Szewczak
Mary Francis Whelan Szpila
Walter R. Szwajkowski
Gina .M. Tabasco










Dr & Mis Benito Tancor
San Tran Tang









Mr& Mrs Daniei R. Tarrant
Christopher B. Taulane
Deebeanne M. Tavani. DO
Louis A. Tavani









Zenobia M. Teel, RN




























Mr & M5 Gerald D Thompson

































.Mr & Mis Joseph A Tomasco. Jr



















Mark S. Trachtman, MD





































Richard G. Tucker, DO
John V. Tumasz, DO
Michael J. Tumelty
Mr & Mis Thomas J. Tumelty
BrianJ. Tumult)'
Mr & Mrs John M. Turcmano\1ch
Susan ,M. Turcmanovich
Mr & Mrs Charles W. Tunner















.Mr & .Mrs Steven Underwood
Carl G- I'ngaro
Diane M. Ungvarsky


















Maureen Voung \'an Bmggen
Mary Sloss Van Horn


















Mr & .Mrs John Veneziale
JosephJ. Venezi ale
Mr & Mrs Rocco Venturo
Mr& Mrs John L Venuti
LisaJ. Venuti
Joseph F.Verbitski, Jr.
















Mr & .Mis Jaime A. Viloria
Frederic C. Vincent
Jennifer S. Vinci
Thomas A. Vinciguerra, Jr.




Mr & Mis Dominic \ isco
Dominic J. Visco
Jennifer A. Visco










Robert M. Vogel, EdD
Garj' D. Vogin, ,\1D
Gerard A. Vogt
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COL John R. Waite. Ret






Usa Mclnlosh « aldron
Mr&Mn>.\lfred«ateki
Donald |. ft alhelni. Bq
Jon P. Vialhelm. MU
Daniel R Walker
Joanne M. W alker Esq
Leroy G. *alker




William T Walker, 111
Thomas M Waiko











Mrs Laura W alsh













Dr & Mrs Clarence Walton
Francis J. Walton
Susan OConnell Walton



















































Mts .Angela Pirolli Wechter
Ed»anl C Weed
Scott Weichel




.Mr & Mrs taighi Weingaitner
James L. Weinstein
Kevin .M. Weinstein, Esq
Stanley Weinstein










Michael A. Weiss. DDS
-Michael B. Weiss, DDS
Norman M. Weiss
.Mr & Mrs Paul B.Weiss
Mr & Mrs William W.Weiss
Richard A. Weissdog
William E. Welch


















Ira S. Wertheimer. DO
Gerald F. W"esner
Wanda E, Wesclomki
Kenneth E. West. Jr.
Linda J. West





Lyndanne M. Whalen. Esq
Gerald J. Whartenby
Mr & Mrs Richard F.Whearty
Mr& Mrs John R.Whelan















John W . White






















Mr & Mrs Mario .A. William
Anne F. Williams













Mr & Mrs William P Williams
Edward L. Williamson. Jr
Jeffrev S, Williamson














Paul .A Wilson. Jr.
Richard E. Wilson







Richard S. Winslow. Jr.
Paul Winter
Albert R. Winther
Mrii Mis John] Wisham.Jr








W illiam C- Wixted
William E.J. Wixted
































































































Rev l-eonard H Zeller
Richard V.Zeller. Jr.






























Mr & Mrs Anthonv R.Zurad
Special thanks and congratulations to thefollowing matching
gift coordinators whose efforts made possible the success of
our matching gift program:
Arthur -\ndersen LLP Foundation





Coopers and Lybrand Foundation
CoreStates Bank, N.A.





Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies




Rohm and Haas Company
SmithKline Beecham Foundation
State Farm Companies Foundation
Terence J. Connors '"'6. CPA
Stephen L. McGonigle '72
Frank P. Buzydlowski. E.sq 76
and Joseph E. Toner, III, 74
Samuel V. Filippine '67
Eric O. Scheffler '71
Thomas A. Leonard, CPA '70
('96 Parent)
Dan A. Chiia. CPA '70
and Karla M. Sztukowski '83




Edward J. LoCasale '67
('95 Parent)
Michael E. McLoone '67
and James P. Steinitz '68
Sergio S. Flores '88
David P. Carberr>' '74
John T. Capecci. CPA '80
Raymond F. Kurian '64
Richard J. Henr\' '83
James J. Straine '63
Frederick J. Hirsekorn, PhD '69
and Stephen J. Rauscher '73
and Harr\J. White. PhD '54
Paul -M. Schugsta. Jr.. '66
('98 Parent)
.Michael S. Niemann '86
REUNION GIVING 1996











jo.seph T. -Mack S 2,465
James T. SulHvan. Jr. S 23.485
'Henr\' G. DeVincent, MD S 63,477
James D, McShea S 39,776
J. Chri.stman Kennedy $ 32.131
Philip E. Hughes. Jr.,'Esq S 49.5-i2
Thomas A. Zelante, Esq S 23,618
Richard J. Donnelly S 19,870
Lynn Provost Mana S 17.547
Eric R. Toppy S 11,146
Grand Total $283,057
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Diiiiiig 1995-96, the 244 corporations/foundations listed
below matched 990 individual do>!atioiis and ci»itrihuled a













Colonial Penn Group, Incorporated
Conrail






Deloitte & Touche Foundation
Dole Food Company, Incorporated
Dow Corning Foundation
Dow Jones Foundation













Ford Motor Company Fund
GE Fund
































































Baltimore Gas & Electric
Company Foundation
Bank South Foundation
Bank LInited of Texas












Bridgestone, Firestone Trust Fund
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Buckeye Management Company





















John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company
Johnson & Higgins
Johnson & Johnson Family of
Companies
Kellogg Company





KP.MG Peat Marwick Foundation
Landis and Gyr Foundation




Eli Lilly & Company Foundation
Lincoln National Corporation
J.B. Lippincott Company




Josiah Macy, Jr., Foundation
Main Line Federal Savings Bank
.Marion Merrell Dow, Incorporated










Morgan Guaranty Trust Company









The Neiman Marcus Group
Nellie Mae
New York Life Foundation










































Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal
Company


















State Farm Companies Foundation
Stewart Huston Charitable Trust
Stimsonite Corporation
Stone & Webster, Incorporated
Strawbridge & Clothier
Subaru of America Foundation
Sun Company, Incorporated










































Thomas J. Dempsey has
officially become a "snowbird."
He is still active in financial
services and pension administra-
tion. Staff Inspector Paul T.
Frankenfleld has retired from
the Philadelphia Police Depart-





Ed Bader received the public




Edward J. Bernier was recently
elected treasurer of the Elizabeth
(N.J.) General Medical Center
Auxiliary Board of Trustees.
Hllmar P. Hagen retired as
human resources director of
Safe Harbor Water Power,
Hydroelectric Power Generator
Corporation, in Lancaster, Pa.,





Gerald M. Handley was made a
fellow of the American Board of
Criminal Lawyers. He was also
selected for inclusion in the
1 995-96 edition of The Best
Lawyers in America under the






James M. Thomas, C.P.A., was
appointed treasurer and control-
ler of the NRM Group, Inc.
located in Norristown, Pa.
'70
Ronald R. ZInck was elected
chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Stop Smoking
Today Council in Florida.
'71
Dennis M. McNulty was elected
senior vice president, treasurer,
and chief financial officer of
Reinsurance Solutions Interna-






Samuel L. Huhn retired from
General Electric Company and is
now a volunteer national service
officer for the Blinded Veterans
Association in Philadelphia.
John J. Middleton, Esq., has
accepted the position of chief
operating officer and secretary-
treasurer with Connections
Community Support Programs,
Inc., based in Wilmington, Del.
'74
Paul J. Foley has been elected
president of the Friends of the
Kensington Library in Philadel-
phia and is active in the Alliance
of Friends of the Free Library of
Philadelphia.
'76
Charles P. McNeeley has
retired from the Ocean City
(N.J.) Police Department and
plans to attend graduate school






Frederick J. Cantz, Jr., was
recently licensed by the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania as a
certified public accountant.
Joseph E. Steelman was
appointed vice president and




Walter Baker, Jr., was recently
promoted to Latin American
zone manager of financial
products for Chubb & Son, Inc.,
working out of its Miami, Fla.,
office.
'81
Major Michael F. Marcoe
participated in a NATO exercise
coordinated by U.S. Marine
Corps reservists in Northern
Norway while serving with
Marine Heavy Helicopter
Squadron 772, Marine Air Group
49, at the Willow Grove (Pa.)
Naval Air Station.
BIRTHS: to Thomas M.
Tresnan and his wife, Jane
Splendido Tresnan ('81 BA),
their third child, a daughter,
Jennifer Lynn; to Joseph P.
Vitak and his wife, Anna
McDermott Vitak ('86 MBA, '81






Todd D. Hershberger has been
named an account executive with
The Kelly-Springfield Tire
Company's Custom Brands
Division. He lives in Short Gap,
W. Va., with his wife and two
children. Cecilia Dolan
Purschke is employed at TIME,
Inc., as a marketing manager.
Patrick Shanahan has been
appointed head coach of the
men's tennis team at La Salle
University. He played for the
Explorers from 1 981 to 1 984 and
received the ITCA Scholar
Athlete Award, the 1981 Most
Deserving Player Award, and the
1984 Male Scholar-Athlete
Award.
MARRIAGE: Cecilia Dolan to
Daniel Purschke.
BIRTH: to Frederick C.
Mischler, Jr., and his wife,
Maureen McGonigal Mischler
('85 BA), their second child, a
daughter, Christie.
'85
Kathleen Kelly Mancuso is
employed by Ameridata Consult-
ing located in Somerset, N.J.
BIRTH: to Kathleen Kelly
Mancuso and her husband,
Matthew, a daughter, Meredith.
'86
Marie Robinson Elliott retired
from Buckman VanBuren, Inc.,
located in Horsham, Pa. She
recently began a second career
as executive director of the
Montgomery County (Pa.)
Association of Life Underwriters.
Henry C. Stoughton, C.P.A.,
Eagles Plume: The Struggle to Freserie the Life and Haunts
ofAmerica's Bald Eagle, written by Bruce E. Bean.s, "i-i
(above), was published in Augu.st by Scribner. The non-
fiction book explore.s the decline and comeback of
America's Bald Eagle. During his three-and-a-half years of
research and writing. Beans helped biologists band eaglets
and build a nest in New Jersey from which seven young
eagles have already fledged. Most Americans, as Beans
points out, have never actually seen a bald eagle in the
wild. Along a river in southeast Alaska, he once saw 1,750
of the large raptors in an hour.
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has expanded his accounting
practice and has opened an
office in Jenkintown, Pa.
BIRTH: to Anthony M. Morelli
and his wife, Gayle DeLeon






received her master's degree in
education from Chestnut Hill
College.
BIRTHS: to Hugh J. Friei and
his wife, Kimberly, their first
daughter, Erin Nicole; to Gina
Abbamondi Giuliani and her
husband, Richard, a son,
Richard James.
'88
Kenneth J. Bullock was
honored for outstanding public
service at the Federal Executive
Board's 1996 "Excellence in
Government Awards Program"
for his work as a contract
negotiator for the U.S. Navy.
Jeffrey P. Denton received a
juris doctor degree from
Widener University School of
Law and MBA from its School of
Management. Christine Heys
Falkenstein is working for Fox
Chase Cancer Center, in
Philadelphia, as the coordinator
of clinical investigations in the
protocol management office.
BIRTH: to Jeffrey P. Denton
and his wife, Lisa Donnelly
Denton, a son, Riley Donnelly.
'89
Jonathan T. Biggins was
named director of client services
at Dawson/Russell, Inc. in
Cleveland, Ohio. Stephen P.
O'Donnell accepted a position
with Connecticut-based Lydall,
Inc., as a sales representative
responsible for deep south,
midwest, and northeastern
states. Robert IVl. Walker is
assistant vice president at the
Bank of Bowie, in Maryland.
BIRTHS: to Jonathan T.
Biggins and his wife. Holly,
their fifth child, a son, James
Patrick: to Gregory P. Kay
and his wife, Lisa ZampettI
Kay ('88 BA), their second
child, a daughter, Gina Nicole;
to Sharon Monaghan Pfeiffer
and her husband, Stephen K.
Pfeiffer ('91 MBA, '82 BS),




is a manager for AT&T working
in its King of Prussia (Pa.)
office. Tonya lives in
Lancaster, Pa., with her
husband, Steven. Virginia M.
Freitas was promoted to
associate, health and welfare
benefits practice, at A. Foster
Higgins & Company, Inc., an
employee benefits consulting
firm. William V. McGroarty
was appointed assistant vice
president in commercial real
estate finance at First Valley
Bank, in Blue Bell, Pa. Mary
Ellen Banford O'Malley is a
financial analyst at The Hospital
of the University of Pennsylva-
nia Thomas J. O'Malley,
Esq., is an attorney with
Marshall, Dennehey et al in
Philadelphia. He was appointed
a committeeman for the
Philadelphia Republican Party.
'91
George V. Booker is an
instructor in the surface division
of SEPTA, located in Philadel-
phia, Mary Ann D'Angelo has
been appointed sales represen-
tative for the Doylestown (Pa.)
district of Janssen
Pharmaceutica, a member of





Damian Mogavero received his




to Porter C. McKinnon, III.
'93
Lawrence C. Berran was
elected to serve on the board of
directors of the Children's
Advocacy Center, in Philadel-
phia. Additionally, he is serving
as a member of Saint Dominic's
Parish Finance Council.
MARRIAGE: Michelle Fosset
to Brian J. Bray ('93 BBA).
BIRTH: to Sean P. McGrath
and his wife, Sandy, a daugh-
ter, Corinne Pauline.
'94
Michael S. Doser is a financial
services account coordinator for
Roberts Communications in
East Rochester, N.Y. He is
also freelance writing in his
spare time. Joseph R.
Mongan is attending Widener
University School of Law. Brad
Riegel has recently joined
Office Depot, Inc., and is
training to be a merchandise








James F. Curran has been
appointed to the Advisory Board
of the Cumberland County
Office of Aging, in Carlisle, Pa.
'51
Brother John Herron, F.S.C.,
celebrated his golden jubilee in
religious life at Archbishop
Carroll High School, in Radnor,
Pa., where for the past 1 5 years
he was a history teacher,
assistant athletic director, and
moderator of the women's
Herron
basketball team. Currently, he
teaches at Calvert Hall College





Bernard J. Freitag retired after
35 years as a German teacher at
Council Rock High School, in
Newtown, Pa., and as foreign
language coordinator for the
Council Rock School District.
Thomas J. Lynch Named
Volunteer Chair of 1996-97Annual Fund
Thomas J. Lynch, "62,
president and chief execu-
tive officer of Philadelphia's
United "Valley Bank, has
been named volunteer chair
of the university's 1996-97
Annual Fund.
"La Salle has helped me
considerably to reach where I am today." said Lynch who
will serv^e as spokesperson for the Annual Fund and
maintain a relationship with the Parents' and Reunion
Committees.
"As Annual Fund chair. I know I'll have a unique oppor-
tunity to give back to the uni\'ersity. Furthermore, in this
role I hope to be a significant part of an e\'en brighter
future for my Alma Mater."
An active alumnus. Lynch is a member of the Ad\-isoiy
Board of La Salle's School of Business Administration and
Charter Dinner Leadership Award Committee.
Lynch, who formerly was a senior vice president for
community lending with Philadelphia's Fidelity Bank, has
served in a number of civic leadership positions. They
include membership on the executive committee of the
Philadelphia Convention and "Visitors' Bureau and as
treasurer of PhilaPride. Inc. for a Cleaner City. He is a
member of the Union League, the Patrons Foundation,
Pennsylvania Bankers Association, and the Catholic
Philopatrian Literan,' Institute.
Lynch resides in Blue Bell, Pa., with his wife. 'Virginia.
T1k'\' ha\e two tlauehters. Susan and Denise.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR
FOR THESE IMPORTANT EVENTS
Parents Weekend October 11-13
Hall of Athletes Awards Dinner. October 1
1
Bernard A. Bradley Class of '35 Alumni Run October 1
2
Fall Honors Convocation October 20
Health Professions Theatre Trip-New York City October 26
Tax and Financial Planning Seminar. October 26
Alumnae Club Luncheon November 3
Explorations: Bus Trip to Holocaust Museum November 9
REUNION '97 Committee Meeting November 13
Signum Fidei/Alpho Epsilon Induction
Awards Dinner. November 1
5
Alumni Association Board of Directors Brunch November 1
7
Health Professions Officers Breakfast November 24
AED Induction Ceremony November 24
Young Alumni & Class of '97 Reception at
The Riverdeck, Manayunk November 30




Ctiarles A. Beitz, associate
professor of management at
Mount Saint Mary's College, in
Emmitsburg, Md., is tfie first
recipient of thie Jofin W. Ricfiards
Award for Teaching Excellence.
Beitz, whio is tine chair of the
Business, Accounting, and
Economics Department, teaches
in both undergraduate and
graduate programs and presents
a number of seminars to students
and public and private sector
senior executives. Robert A.
Romano is starting an Interna-
tional School in Shanghai.
'59
Edward Markowski, Ph.D., has
been reappointed chairperson of
the North Carolina Marriage and
Family Therapy Licensure Board.
Arthur H. Roney is the father of






Rev. Emmett Gavin, O.Carm.,
has been appointed vice chancel-
lor of the Archdiocese of Chicago.
Rev. Dennis T. McAuliffe has
been appointed coordinator of
evangelization for the diocese of
Brool<lyn.
'65
Dominic J. Cotugno, who
recently took early retirement as
superintendent of the Jackson
Township (N.J.) Schools, has
accepted a position as a member
of the education faculty at
Chestnut Hill College, in Philadel-
phia. Donald J. Vivian has
retired from the Philadelphia
School District after 30 years of
service.
'66
William J. Casler has recently
completed his 26th year with the
Criminal Investigation Division of
the Internal Revenue Service. He
is currently the chief. Criminal
Investigation Division for the
Assistant Commissioner (Interna-
tional)-IRS Investigative Jurisdic-
tion Overseas, and for U.S.
territories and possessions. He
received his master's degree in
public administration from Golden
Gate University. Joseph) T.
Danzi, M.D., F.A.C.P., authored a
medical text entitled "Positioning
Your Practice for the Managed
Care Market," published by
Williams & Wilkens. Dr. Danzi is
the senior associate dean of the






Augustin J. Schiwartz, M.D.,
continues in the private practice
of medical oncology/hematol-
ogy with the Good Samaritan-
Saint Mary's Cancer Institute, in
West Palm Beach, Fla. He is
also a consultant at Duke
University Medical Center, in
North Carolina, and he contin-
ues to raise horses and children
at his home, "Dancing Sun
Farm," in Palm Beach Gardens,
Fla, John T. Thorn, Esq., a
senior member of the Philadel-
phia law firm of Cozen &
O'Connor, P.C, has been




Gary L. Crawford, Esq., has
been elected as the senior
litigation partner at Debelius,
Clifford, Debelius, Crawford and





Thomas T. Robinson received
an MBA degree from Saint
Joseph's University. Gregory
R. Smart was promoted to
sales consultant manager-
global alliance programme for
Oracle Corporation, in Berwyn,
Pa.
•73
Frank E. Gostomski is a
biologist with the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, in
Washington, D.C. His team at
EPA was recently honored for
its work on whole effluent
toxicity to protect aquatic life.
James D. Pagliaro, Esq., has
been elected to the Manage-
ment Committee of the Phila-
delphia office of Morgan, Lewis
& Bockius LLP, where he also
manages the firm's Litigation
Section.
'74
Alexander D. Bono, Esq., a
partner in the law firm of Blank,
Rome, Comisky & McCauley,
and Carl M. Buchholz are
editors of a recent publication of
the American Bar Association




Gaston F. Cummings is a
social work supervisor at the
Office of Community Family
Center, which is an initiative of
Philadelphia Children and
Families Cabinet, located in
center city Philadelphia.
Sallyanne Donovan, Esq., has
been elected vice president of
claims by the Board of Directors
of Harleysville (Pa.) Mutual
Insurance Company. She was
also elected vice president of
Harleysville Group, Inc.
'76
Mary Them Benson, who just
completed her eighth year of
teaching at Oxford (Miss.) High
School, was selected as a
distinguished teacher by one of
her senior students who was




Rev. David J. Klein received
his chaplaincy certification from
the National Association of
Catholic Chaplains at the
organization's national conven-
tion, held in Orlando, Fla. He is
the Catholic chaplain for Cooper
Health Systems, in Camden,
N.J.
'78
Diane Haugh-Hoffer along with
her dog, Brandon, was recently
certified by the Delta Society to
participate in the national Pet
Partners Program which brings
animal-assisted therapy and
activities to patients in hospitals,
nursing homes and psychiatric
care centers. Frank A. Toto
was promoted to account
manager of the Parboil Powder
Coating Products Company,
located in Baltimore, Md. He
has been involved in the metal
finishing industry as a sales
representative and sales
manager for 16 years.
Lawrence White has completed
the last of ten examinations to
earn the Chartered Property
Casualty Undenwhter (CPCU)
designation. He is a consulting
actuary with Ernst & Young LLP,
in Philadelphia.
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79
Teresa M. Jackson received her
master of education degree in
instructional systems design from
Penn State University, Great
Valley Campus. She previously
earned a master of management
degree from Penn State and was
awarded the "Outstanding
Student Award in IVIanagement."
'80
Wanda E. Wesolowski has
been nominated to be listed in
\N}no's Who Among America's
Teachers. 4th Edition. She is
currently professor and chairper-
son of the Radiologic Technology




received her master of arts
degree in corporate and organi-
zational communications from
Fairleigh Dickinson University, in
Madison, N.J.
BIRTH: to Jane Splendido
Tresnan and her husband,
Thomas M. Tresnan ('81 BS),





Susan F. Altamore is attending
Fordham Law School, in New
York City. Donna Tail Diaz,
M.D., currently resides in
Columbus, Ohio, with her
husband and three children. She
continues to practice obstetrics
and gynecology in a five person
group and was recently named a
certified Diplomate of the
American Board of Obstetrics
and Gynecology.
Hobbib
Patricia Littel Hobbib, Esq.. has
joined the Consumer Financial
Services Group of Blank, Rome,
Comisky & McCauley, in
Philadelphia.
'83
Thomas E. Marchiondo, D.O.,
is an attending physician with






Rutherford, N.J., was elected as
a delegate to the 1996 Demo-
cratic National Convention.
Scott J. Rubin is a medalist
winner for technical accomplish-
ment at the 1996 Federal
Executive Board (FEB) Excel-
lence in Government Awards
Ceremony.
'85
Kimberly Ann Atkinson, D.O.,
has completed her residency in
neurology at Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital and has
joined Louis Pearlstein, D.O., of
Bensalem, Pa. in the practice of
neurology and neurodiagnostics.
Joseph K. Scanlon is working at
ICS in Philadelphia, doing data
processing work in the direct mail
business.
BIRTHS: to Maureen
McGonigal Mischler and her
husband, Frederick C. Mischler,
Jr. ('84 BBA), their second child,
a daughter, Christie; to Phyllis
Garberman Schapire, M.D., and
her husband, Alan, a daughter,
Alicia Zara.
'86
Joseph J. Bisicchia has been
hired as a full-time video editor at
Philadelphia's KYW-TV3. Major
Robert P. Lyons, M.D., com-
pleted his residency in orthopedic
surgery at Temple University
Hospital and is now serving at
Walson Air Force Hospital, at
Fort Dix, N.J. Patrick C.
Murphy, Esq., has completed 18
years with the Philadelphia Fire
Department and has now joined
the center city Philadelphia law
offices of Anapal, Schwartz,
Weiss & Cohen as an associate.
Mia D. Strazzeri was awarded
the doctor of osteopathic
medicine degree from Philadel-
phia College of Osteopathic
Medicine. Her internship is at





Rebecca A. Efroymson, Ph.D.
is a research associate in the
Environmental Sciences Division
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
in Tennessee. James C.
Guarino, M.D.. is in his second
year of a cardiology fellowship at
Hershey (Pa.) Medical Center.
G. Russell Reiss, III, M.D., is
completing a research fellowship
in cardiac transplantation as part
of his general surgery residency.
BIRTHS: to Gayle DeLeon
Morelli and her husband,
Anthony Morelli ('86 BBA), a
son, Anthony Michael; to G.
Russell Reiss, III, M.D., and his
wife, Susan, a daughter,
Elizabeth Lillian; to Patricia
Nines Skorpinski and Edward
W. Skorpinski, M.D., a son,
Edward Joseph.
'88
Marita Green Lind, M.D., and
husband, Tom, have both
completed their pediatric
residencies at Geisinger (Pa.)
Medical Center. They will be
working at an A.I. duPont
Children's Clinic in Delaware.
Carolyn A. Piccone, M.D., has
finished the residency program
at York (Pa.) Hospital in
obstetrics and gynecology. She
will be joining Womencare OB/
GYN, located in Abington, Pa.
BIRTHS: to Lisa Zampetti Kay
and her husband, Gregory P.
Kay ('89 BBA), their second
child, a daughter, Gina Nicole;
to Diana Piccinini Mueller and
her husband, their second child,
a son, Zachary Thomas.
'89
William J. Collins, Jr., gradu-
ated from the Basic Officers
Course at Marine Corps Combat
Development Command, in
Quantico, Va. John L. Holup,
D.O., was recently featured on a
followup episode of 48 Hours
entitled "The Real E.R." Donald
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the sport for less
than three years,
I Derek D. lirown,
'93. led the Inited States
mens handball team in
scoring as the Americans
pulled off r^'O big wins en-
route to a ninth place
finish— its best ever—in the
1996 Olympics in Atlanta.
Brown, who panicipated in
varsity basketball and track
for the Explorers, scored 26
goals in the Olympics
despite playing only four
complete games. He suf-
fered a pulled hamstring in
the first ten minutes of the
opener and didn't return to
action until the third game.
The U.S. beat Kuwait and
Algeria after dropping its
first four games to eventual gold-
medalist Croatia, silver medalist
Sweden, Russia, and Switzerland.
"Realistically we were considered
the underdog from the start," says
Brown. Team USA finished 30th in
the recent 'W'brld Championships
and qualified for the Olympics only
because the Americans were
hosting the event. "Everyone
thought that we would not win a
game. But we were very confident
in the way that we were training
and playing. \i,'e really felt that on
any given day we could beat an\'
team."
Brown, the Most "Valuable Player of
the 1994 National Team Champion-
ships, says that the Americans are
"still fighting a lot of old handball
ghosts" as far as world-wide re-
spect is concerned. This despite
winning the 1994 U.S. Olympic
Festi\al and finishing as high as
second in the 1995 National Cham-
pionships and third in the 1994 Pan
American Championships.
"People don't really consider the
USA good handball players," he
explained. "They think that we are
just a bunch of athletes thrown
together to make a mockery of the
sport. But that's not true. "We've
become a really good team and I
think it's abcuit time for us to get a
little more credit internationally.
"
The USA handball team had 16
members. Seven players are on the
field at one time, positioned
somewhat like a soccer
configuration. In addition to
a goalie, there are two
wings on each end, left and
right backs who perform
like shooting guards in
basketball, and a center
back who is similar to a
point guard.
Brown says that team
handball is a great spectator
sport. "Just the athletic
nature of it makes it attrac-
tive," he explained. "It's fast-
paced. It's not a long game
( two halves of 30 minutes
each) and takes less than an
hour-and-a-half to complete.
The Gold Medal game, won
by Croatia over Sweden, 27-
26, attracted a crowd of
32,439 to the Georgia Dome. "It
was just a great atmosphere to be
in, " says Brown.
Brown's college athletic experience
turned out to be a tremendous
asset, "especially in the position
(right wing) that I play. We're
supposed to be the speedy fast
guys who are the first ones up and
the finst ones back all the time," he
explained. "My track background
definitely helped with that."
Brown's first experience with the
sport came when USA Team Hand-
ball lived at La Salle and trained in
Hayman Hall from February, 1993
to March, 1994.
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"Like eveiybody else in this country,
when you hear handball you think
of smacking a little ball against the
wall," he explained. "When I first
saw it I really was skeptical. I had no
idea what it was about and I really
didn't care because I never heard of
it."
When Brown finally saw the team in
action, however, his opinion
changed. "I thought, 'Wow! This is
really different. This is really interest-
ing! It's a lot of running and a lot of
jumping and there's physical contact
involved. I've been doing this all my
life, anyway."
After being given the opportunity to
practice with USA Team Handball for
a week, Brown fell in love with the
sport and officially joined the team
in September, 1993. Since then he's
traveled all over the world—from
Argentina to Iceland and Hungary,
from Brazil to Russia and Japan,
among other nations. And, of course,
there was that visit to the White
House with other members of the
U.S. Olympic team to meet President
Clinton in August.
Nothing can match Brown's Olympic
experience, however.
"Just playing in the games was
incredible," he recalls. "But the thing
that I will remember most is the
lighting of the torch by Muhammad
Ali. It was just amazing to see Ali up
there lighting that torch. And it was a
great feeling just being in the Olym-
pic Village around all those athletes
from different countries. Some may
have a little more success or notori-
ety, but just to talk and say. 'Hey,
what's going on?' was just a great
experience."
Brown says he will never forget the .
Opening Ceremonies. He really didn't
get to see much of the festivities
because the team was forced to wait
in an adjacent practice field for more
than three hours while the other 197
nations marched in.
"By that time we were all kind of
numb," he recalls. "We saw the
fireworks and heard the music but by
the time we got to march we were
tired. It was 11:30 before we even got
to the stadium. But when we went up
that ramp and looked over, it was
like 'Oh my goodness!' It was just an
incredible feeling. To hear all the
cheers for the U.S. team was just
amazing. It was definitely worth the
wait.
"I've watched just about every open-
ing ceremony from the other Olym-
pics and I'd get goose-bumps and
teaiy-eyed every time. And now it
was for me. I really don't think that
the whole thing has sunk in yet. It
would have been nice to have won a
medal, but I will always be happy
just to have been there. Nobody can
take that away from me."
Brown, a native of Washington D.C.,
earned bachelor's degrees in finance
and English at La Salle where he
made All Conference in track two
years. He is now in Europe where he
has been signed to play professional
team handball for Sweden's National
Team.
RSL
J. McAvoy has released his debut
album entitled, "Sometimes The
Characters Speak Louder Than The
Lesson Of The Story." He is the
recipient of a 1995 ASCAP award
and was one of Out On The Town
Magazine's top five performers to
watch in 1993. Timothy E. Patten
received a Ph.D. in chemistry from
the University of California, Berkeley.
He is an assistant professor of
chemistry at the University of
California, Davis, and will be conduct-
ing research in polymer synthesis.
•90
Georgiana Bennett Charles recently
retired from military service. She is
currently working for Killeen Indepen-
dent School District, in Texas, as a
language arts teacher. Maria Cimini
was recently named as manager,
public relations, for Howard Johnson
International, Inc. Her responsibilities
include handling media relations with
trade, consumer and travel press,
community relations, internal
communications and marketing
communications activities. Robert Di
Giuseppi began his career with the
Secret Service as a uniformed White
House guard. Since then he has
completed advanced training and has
been assigned to Las Vegas, Nevada
where he does counterfeiting and
credit card fraud investigation.
Claudine E. Driebe is the news
editor and morning anchorperson for
WHLY-FM radio (106.3), in
Blairstown, N.J. Kristy E. O'Malley
is the marketing coordinator for
production of fitness and informa-
tional infomercials at the Guthy-
Renker Corporation, in Santa Monica,
Calif.
MARRIAGE: Richard M. Lyons to
Leanne Reilly.
BIRTHS: to Karen McKinney
Bernhardt and her husband, Mark,
their first child, a daughter, Meghan;
to Maureen Merk Heffelfinger and
her husband, Ron, a son, Brett
James.
'91
Charles A. Bruder received a juris
doctor degree from Widener Univer-
sity School of Law, in Wilmington,
Del. He was president of the Moot
Court Honor Society and received the
Graham Foundation Award for his
commitment to the Moot Court Honor
Society. Catherine R. Cabungcal
graduated from Hahnemann Univer-
sity School of Medicine, in Philadel-
phia. Patrick J. McDaid, M.D.. is an
orthopedic surgery resident at Albert
Einstein Medical Center, in Philadel-
phia Patrick J. Zakrzewski was
awarded the doctor of osteopathic
medicine degree from Philadelphia
College of Osteopathic Medicine. He
was the recipient of the Dean Arthur
M. Flack and Belle B. Flack Memohal
Award tor his proficiency in the
practice of internal medicine. His
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Clauhs to Maria Wynne ('93





R. George Azizkhan, Jr., was
awarded the doctor of osteo-
pathic medicine degree from
Philadelphia College of Osteo-
pathic Medicine. His internship
is at University General Hospital-
Seminole, in Florida. Gina K.
DePietro, Esq. is the editor of
Assistant Director of
Development Appointed
Rev. James W. Kruc has been appointed assistant director
of development at the university.
Besides assisting in the alumni fund-raising program with
an emphasis on personal solicitation, Father Kruc will
serve as Senior Gift coordinator and help with all aspects
of La Salle's Annual Fund and Capital Campaign.
"I welcome both the challenge and the opportunity to
share in La Salle's Catholic vision and tradition, " said
Father Kruc, who is also an adjunct professor of religious
studies at Holy Family College.
A native Philadelphian, Father Kruc did his undergraduate
and graduate studies at St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, in
Overbrook. Pa. He was ordained for the diocese of
Richmond, Va., in 1989. He holds master's degrees in
religious studies and divinity.
lather Kruc previously served as development director
and chaplain at the Catholic Campus Ministr)' Center at
Old Dominion University, in Norfolk, 'Va. In Philadelphia,
he has been on the staff of the Development Center as a
fund-raiser, the Atlantic Financial Savings and Loan
Association as a sales trainer and the Richardson Group as
management consultant and trainer.
He also served as a pastoral associate at St. Edward's
Church, in Richmond, Va., and at the Church of the
Resurrection, in Portsmouth, Va.
the legal newsletter at LRP
Publications in Horsham, Pa.
Azizkhan
Galante
Ann Marie Galante was awarded
the doctor of osteopathic medi-
cine degree from Philadelphia
College of Osteopathic Medicine
and is serving an internship at
Allentown (Pa.) Osteopathic
Medical Center. Robert S.
Lawrence holds a master of arts
degree in anthropology from the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. He has just returned
from a year of study at the
Sorbonne in Paris, France, and
has been granted a four year
fellowship in the History Depart-
ment at Rice University, in
Houston, Texas.
Mazzotta
Frank M. Mazzotta was awarded
the doctor of osteopathic medi-
cine degree from Philadelphia
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
His internship is at Graduate
Health System-City Avenue
Hospital, in Philadelphia. Gre-
gory J. Palakow recently passed
the New Jersey Bar Exam and is
working for the firm of Marks,
O'Neill, Reilly, O'Brien and
Courtney in its Philadelphia and
Westmont (N.J.) offices. Dawn
C. Rawie is director of special
events in the Marketing Depart-
ment of Tropicana Casino, in Las
Vegas. Christiana M. Roache is
enrolled in the Scientific Journal-
ism Graduate Program at Boston
University. Kevin F. Rodowicz
was awarded the doctor of
osteopathic medicine degree
from Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine. His
internship is at University General
Rodowicz
Hospital-Seminole, in Florida.
Lisa M. Watson graduated from
the Dickinson School of Law and
passed the Pennsylvania Bar
Exam. She is currently the
assistant director of career
services at the Dickinson School
of Law.
MARRIAGES: Michelle Fosset
to Brian J. Bray ('93 BBA):
Tricia Lyn Schafer to Thomas
A. Petrecz, Jr.
BIRTH: to Antonio Mangabat,
Jr. and his wife, Kristin
Simmons Mangabat, a daugh-
ter. Amber Pearl.
•93
Christopher A. Idler lives in
Manhattan and works at the New
York Stock Exchange. He is
employed by Henderson
Brothers. Jacqueline M.
Juliano graduated from Temple
University School of Law.
Michael J. Kokosky graduated
twice from The Ohio State
University, in Columbus. He
earned a master's degree in
public policy and management
last March and received a
masters degree in city and
regional planning in June.
Kathleen M. McCann is
assistant manger of operations
at IMAGES Aviation Design, an
aircraft design software company
located in center city Philadel-
phia. Jeannette C. Moulls is a
membership specialist for the
Girl Scouts of Central Maryland.
Michelle McGee Salmon is the
director of development for the
Hoyt Library, in Kingston, Pa.
Debra A. Stevenson is em-
ployed by Central Montgomery
Mental Health as a benefits
acquisition specialist in the Case
Management Office.
MARRIAGES: Jen DIGati to
Robert Dougherty ('91 BA);
Michelle McGee to Robert
Salmon: Maria Wynne to
Andrew Clauhs ('91 BA).
'94
Howard F. Campbell, Jr.,
received a master's degree in
history from the University of
North Carolina and has been
accepted into a doctoral program
in U.S. History at Duke Univer-
sity. He is a social studies
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ALUMNI REUNION WEEKEND
Attention Alunnni from the classes of
'42, '47, '52, '57, '62, '67, '72, '77, '82, '87, '92
Your reunion will be held on May 16-18, 1997
Mark Your Calendars Now!
The "Reunion Weekend '97" brochure will be mailed to all Alumni who are
members of reunion classes. Should you have any further questions, please
contact the Alumni Office at (215) 951-1535
CLASS CHAIRS FOR REUNION WEEKEND "97
Golden Explorers Joseph F. Flubacher, Ed.D., 35
1947 William F. Costello
1952 Benjamin Tumolo & Richard K. O'Donnell
1957 John R. Galloway, Esq.
1962 John F Carabello, D.M.D.
1967 John J. Fallon
1972 Stephen L. McGonigle
1977 David S. Rudenstein, Esq.
1982 Alicia Koszarek O'Grady & J. Patrick O'Grady
1987 James F Bagnell
1992 Thomas J. Cella
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Good Things Don't
Always Come in Pairs
HELP US TRIM EXCESS
DISTRIBUTION
We'e hope that you and your
family are enjoying each issue
of LA SALLE Magazine. But if
you receive two or more copies
of the magazine in your
household and really don't
need that many copies, please
let us know so that we can
eliminate duplicate issues and
put our resources to better use.
I/We would like to continue
to receive LA SALLE Magazine








Please delete the following
name(s) from your subscription
list:









teacher, varsity soccer and
Softball coach at Gaston County
School District in Gastonia, N.C.
Barbara A. Cramer left WIP
sports talk radio in Philadelphia to
join the Production Department of
Cable Network News (CNN), in
Atlanta, Ga. Debra A. Fazio is
employed in public relations for
the Court TV Channel. Seann W.
Halllsky is a law student at the
University of Notre Dame Law
School, in Indiana. Susan M.
Turcmanovich works in the
Production/Local Programming
Department of WNEP-TVIS, an
ABC affiliate in Wilkes-Barre/
Scranton, Pa. Robert E. Will-
lams is a third year law student at
Temple University and has
achieved Dean's List status while
working full-time as a sergeant in
the Philadelphia Police Depart-
ment. He is also clerking at the
law firm of Chacker & Gay, P.C.
'95
Maria J. Cerceo is working in the
Public Relations Department at
Thomas Jefferson University, in
Philadelphia. Audrey M. Hunt is
a special educator in Harford
County School District, in Mary-
land. Stacy A. LoCasale, director
of social services at Chapel Manor
Nursing Home, in Philadelphia,
has assumed the additional title of
admissions director. Joseph T.
Lopez is working as a stunt-
double for Bruce Willis' new movie
that is being filmed in Philadel-
phia. Catherine E. Manning is
employed with The Prudential
Insurance Company of America
as a customer service representa-
tive. Charlene D. Nixon received
a master's degree in social work
from Widener University and
passed the Licensed Social Work
(LSW) exam. She is a consulting
psychotherapist for Northwest
Community Health System, in
Philadelphia. Mark O'Donnell is
teaching science at Philadelphia's
Archbishop Ryan High School.
James C. Plunkett is an admis-
sions counselor at Fairleigh
Dickinson University, in Madison,
N.J. Kirsten T. Quinn recently
completed a performance in the
show "Filthy Rich" at Aliens Lane
Theater, in Philadelphia, and is
employed by Children's Outreach
Social Services. Janet A.
Stewart is pursuing a master's
degree in English Literature at the
University of West Florida, in
Pensacola, where she was the
recipient of the John C. Pace
scholarship for the 1 996-97
academic year. Kara D.
Verchinski is teaching religion at
Mercy High School, in Baltimore,
Md. She was awarded the
Professional Catechist's





Peter C. Gallagher was
promoted to vice president at
CoreStates Investment Banking.
'81
Michael K. Thompson ('76 BA)
has been promoted from
assistant dean to associate dean
at Yale Law School in New
Haven, Connecticut.
'86
Anna McDermott Vitak ('81
BA) and her family have moved
to Westlake Village, Ca. where
she is employed by Amgen.
BIRTH: to Anna McDermott
Vitak and her husband, Joseph
P. Vitak ('81 BS), their second
daughter, Charlotte Emily.
'90
Maria K. Koba ('80 BA) was
appointed director of manage-
ment information systems for
Penn Treaty American Corpora-
tion, in Allentown, Pa.
'91
David A. Henrich ('86 BA) was
promoted to vice president-real
estate finance at Main Line
Bank, in suburban Philadelphia.
BIRTH: to Stephen K. Pfeiffer
('82 BS) and Sharon Monaghan
Pfeiffer ('89 BBA), their second




Dewees Vail ('80 BS) and
her husband, Dr. Sydney
Vail, their second daugh-
ter, Alexandra Michelle,
'94
Patrick J. Mooney was
promoted to program
analyst project leader for




J. Barry Dickinson ('93
BS) was appointed chief
executive officer and
chairman of Interactive


















Denlse Lavery ('93 MSN)
was elected to the School
Board of the Upper
Moreland (Pa.) School
District.
Jnlni I). I<illi)ig. CPA. '87. ami his wife. .Maiirei')i
Ryan Rilling. '92 MA (left), arrive with Joseph A.
D'Amalo. CPA. '7<S MBA. and his wife. Marie, to the
annual President 's Reception fur major donors to the
iinlrerslly.





The La Salle UniversityAlumni Travel Club
is sponsoring the
ALUMNI EUROTOUR '97
Exclusivelyfor Alumni & Friends ofLa Salle
Enjoy either 1 4 or 17
exciting days next June
Leading the tour will be Brother Joseph F. Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D., '68, Presi-
dent of La Salle University, and Bud Dotsey '69, Director of Alumni. Euro-
pean-based alumni will be invited to meet us in various cities.
ITINERARY
Day 1 - Travel Philadelphia Day 1 1 - Travel to Paris
to Rome Day 1 2 - Paris
Day 2 - Rome Day 1 3 - Paris
Day 3 - Rome Day 1 4 - Home to
Day 4 - Rome Philadelphia
Day 5 - Travel to Florence
via Assisi
-or-
Day 6 - Florence
(London Extension)
Day 7 - Travel to Milan Day 1 4 - Travel to London
via Pisa Day 1 5 - London
Day 8 - Milan Day 1 6 - London
Day 9 - Travel to Fribourg Day 1 7 - Home to
Day 10 - Fribourg Philadelphia
FEATURES
Departure Date: June 16, 1997
Return Dates From Paris: July 1 , 1 997
From London: July 4, 1 997
Meals: Breakfast and Dinner daily
In London, Breakfast daily
Hotels: All First Class Deluxe
Land Travel by deluxe nnotor coach
Paris to London via Chunnel
Multi-lingual tou r guides
Admission to scheduled sites included
Cost: $3199.00 London Extension: $525.00
Tell Nie More Aboui Europe!!






Mail to: La Salle University Alumni Office, 1900 West Olney Avenue, Philadelptiia, PA 19141
Tour arranged ttirough Cultural Heritage Alliance • Air travel via British) Airways
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'85
Patricia A. DiGllio graduated
from Gwynedd Mercy College with
a masters degree as a pediatric
nurse practitioner. Ruth Esposito
Verspyck is now living in Paris
with her husband, Johan and son,
Alexander.
'91
Linda Sterling Degnan is
enjoying private practice at the
l\/1ind Body Connection, in King of
Prussia, Pa., where she lectures
and gives workshops in therapeu-




O.S.C., made her first profession
of vows at the Monastery of Saint
Clare, in Langhorne, Pa. She was
featured in an article in the Bucks
County Courier Times entitled
"Poor Clares, Catholic Sisters in
Middletown." Michael Kimble is a
social studies teacher at the Saint
Andrew School in Cape Coral, Fla.
Rev. William J. Morton, S.S.C,
has been elected president of the
Board of the U.S. Catholic Mission
Association. Father Morton has
been working in Dallas, Texas, and
is now preparing for a new
apostolate at the U.S. Mexican
border area of El Paso- Juarez.
•96
Kathleen P. Ginley ('91 BA) was
inducted into Pi Lambda Theta, the
National Teacher's Honors
Association. She is presently
employed in the Brandywine (Del.)
School District.
Dr. Hoiiy G. De Vincent presents the Class of '56 Reunion Gift
to Brother PresidentJoseph F. Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D., '68, during
the Reunion '96 Alumni Convocation on May 18. The Class of
'56 contributed $63,477. the highest of all the reunion classes




















James J. Sammon '93
Barbara Ann Goebel
Alumni Association presidentJoseph H. Cloran, '61,
and bis wife, Doris (left), visit the university's Art
Museum with Alumni Association secretaiy Charles
J. Quattrone, '72, and bis ivife. .Marilyn Davis
Quattrone, '78, during the annual President's
Receptionfor major donors to the university. Some
7.433 La Salle graduates contributed a total of
$1,829,259 to the Annual Fund in 1995-96.
Campus Ministry Center
Nantes Associate Director
Father Frank Berna, O.F.M., Ph.D., has been ap-
pointed associate director of the university's Campus
Ministry Center. He is the former vice president and
dean of academic affairs at Ah-ernia College and
previously served at Manhattan College, St.
Bona\'enture University, the Yarra Theological Union
in Melbourne, Australia, and at Philadelphia's Arch-
bishop Ryan High School.
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SouthJersey GolfInvitational
Draws Record Turnout
Once again, the fourth annual SOUTH JERSEYGOLF INVITATIONAL, held at Rancocas
Valley Golf Club in Willingboro, drew a record
123 alumni and friends of La Salle, breaking the previ-
ous record of 118 participants set last year. "It's a great
event and the people make it so," exclaimed Eric
Toppey, '91, who has played in all four South Jersey
Invitationals. "The weather could not have been better
and the course was in beautiful shape." This year's
winners of the best ball/scramble format were Mike
Anzalone, '91, Pete Goodwin, Rick Rosetti, '90,
and Mike Tyrell, '91. The foursome combined for a
9-under-par-62. Anzalone had a hole-in-one.
Explorer's Day at the Bay
a Tremendous Success
The first ever EXPLORER'S DAY at the BAY washeld on Sunday, August 18, at the Yacht Club
in Sea Isle City, N.J. Nearly 200 people were in
attendance and enjoyed fine food and drink as well as
great music in a beautiful setting on the bay. We
eagerly look forward to next year's Day at the Bay as
all who took part had a truly enjoyable day.
Eighth Annual
Young Alumni Beach Party
As usual, the YOUNG ALUMNI BEACH PARTYat the Princeton Inn, in Avalon, N.J., on
Aug. 24, was a smashing success as nearly 700
young alums (and those young at heart) attended. This
function has grown to be the most popular event
sponsored by the Alumni Office and we expect it to
get even bigger next year.
Chicago/Great Lakes Alumni
Greet La Salle's President
The GREAT LAKES and CHICAGO area AlumniClub, through the good graces of both Jack
Shea, '59 (host), and Frank Possinger, '69
(coordinator), joined Brother President Joseph F.
Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D., '68, at a reception attended by
41 people at the Dupage Club, in Oakbrook Terrace,
II., on Aug. S. The Lasallian Assembly, '96, a gathering
of Christian Brothers and their lay colleagues from all
across English-speaking North America, took place that
same week at Lewis University, in nearby Romeoville,
II. As a result, a number of Christian Brothers from




The Alumni Association's Fribourg Club, com-
prised of people who attended "La Salle in
Europe" during their undergraduate days, got
together during Reunion '96 festivities on May 17
and plan to hold periodic meetings and an
annual reunion. Among those attending were
(from left): Charles A. Glackin, Esq., '56; Brother
Arthur Bangs, F.S.C., Ph.D., '53; Dr. Bernhardt G.
Blumenthal, '59; Thomas M. Zaleski, Esq., '86,
and his sister, Mary "V. Zaleski, '87; Dr. Teresa
Hooten Kozempel, '74, and Charles A. O'Connell,
Esq, '69.
The Alumni Mentoring Program
Initial response to the ALUMNI MENTORING PRO-
GRAM has been very strong! If you haven't yet
\'olunteered to get involved with your Alma Mater,
please send your card in now (it's in the center of the
summer issue oi LA SALLE).
Olympic Postscript
In
addition to Derek D. Brown, '93. who is profiled
elsewhere in this issue, three other members of the
Alumni Association figured in the activities of the
1996 Olympic Games. Cristine Paull, '94, .served in
Atlanta as assistant staff and volunteer system manager
of the Olympic Family Bus System. Robert A. Katz, '88
MBA, was a sports information supervisor at the Olym-
pic 'Village. And Cheryl Coppola, '95. was selected to
carry the Olympic Torch from Newlown Square, Pa., to
Philadelphia. Well done, everyone!
-Bud Dotsey, '69
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Season Ticket Packages
Gold Plan- SI 5D.D0
Blue Plan - $90.00
Young Alumni Plan - S60.0G
(Class of 1 987 to 1996)
Please call 215 951-1999 for morE information
on season ticket packages or Young Alumni Plan
Single game tickets can be purchased at the Spectrum Box Office
or by calling TicketMaster at 215 33G-2000
Inquire about our Corporate Package Game Sponsor Package or Suite for a Game.













1996-97 Men's Basketball Schedule
Nov 30 Mount St. Mary's 7 30 PM
Dec 6-7 Super Chevy Classic, Iowa City, Iowa
La Salle vs Southern Mississippi 7:00 PM
Iowa vs. Grambling State 9:00 PM
Dec. 10 AMERICAN U 7K)0PM
Dec. M DREXEL 1145 PM
Dec. 22 Marquette TBA
Dec 28-29 Golden Bear Classic
U Salle vs- Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo TBA
California vs, Hovrard TBA
Jan 4 HOLY CROSS 2:30 PM
Jan. 8 MASSACHUSETTS ' 8:00 PM
Jan. 1
1
DAYTON • 12:45 PM
Jan 18 DUQUESNE * Z-OOPM
Jan. 20 Virginia Tech
" TBA
Jan, 23 PENNSYLVANIA 8:00 PM
Jan. 25 George Washington" 2.<X)PM
Jan. 28 Temple Jf 9:00 PM
Feb, 1 GEORGEWASHINGTON " 8:00 PM
Feb 3 XAVIER 7K)0PM
Feb 6 Rhode Island ' 7:30 PM
Feb. 10 VIRGINIA TECH* 7K)0PM
Feb 13 Duquesne ' 7:35 PM









Mar 1 ST JOSEPHS «- 12:45 PM
Mar S-8 A- 1 Tournament (CoreStates Spectnjm)
Home games (in caps) at CoreStates Spectrum
Times are Eastern Standard and subject to change
# Philadelphia Big 5 City Series games * AtlanDc 1 games
w?r'
The 1 996-97 Annual Campaign
A Unique Opportunity to Give Bacli to Your Alma A/later












Thomas J. Lynch, '62

















Alumni $2,100,000 8.100 Donors
Parents $ 107.000 1.100 Donors
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